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What
About
This Two
Weekend
Deal?
BY rAoul hernAnDeZ

Good morning, Punxsutawney. Rise and shine,
campers. It’s 6am and that was Sonny & Cher with “I
Got You Babe.” Don’t forget your sunscreen, ’cause
it’s waaarm out there today. It’s warm out there
every day! And you know, you can expect travel
delays today with that, you know, that ACL thing.
And you know, there’s another reason why today is
especially exciting. The big question on everyone’s
ChapSticked lips: Will the Cure’s Robert Smith see
his shadow? Punxsutawney Bob! That’s right, woodchuck-chuckers – it’s ... Groundhog Day! That means
two weekends of (almost) the same lineup of all-stars
at Zilker Park for the Austin City Limits Music
Festival and thus two Chronicle music supplements.
Same suppie? Not quite. (Almost) the same interviewees both weeks, but different interviews. This
week: record reviews. Next week: live shots from
weekend one, all of which will live on our ACL landing page (austinchronicle.com/acl) as tweeted by
@AusChronMusic. Think Smith will see his shadow?
Six more weeks of local music festivals if he does! n

A rough life you live when you’re lamenting the ways
in which touring’s obstructing your ability to hang out.
“That’s kind of the bummer, and the thing that most
people don’t understand about touring bands,” says
Fidlar bassist Brandon Schwartzel. “We actually have to
get to other places and do it all over again every day. A
lot of people at shows will
invite us out to house
Fidlar gets back to
parties or other bars. It
doing
what they do
sounds awesome, but,
like, we have to get up
best: getting just
and drive eight hours
faded enough to
and play another show.”
write
a song about
The raucous L.A. foursome, eight months
getting so faded
removed from a debut LP
they can’t find their
that reminded kids how
way home.
fun it could be to get
drunk and go skating
without a helmet, has spent the whole year in band vans,
cruising around the country for rowdy club gigs and
festival slots that kick off too early.
“It’s definitely a weird adjustment,” Schwartzel
admits. “We like to drink a lot before our shows, and it’s
a little harder to do that at 10:30am. I usually stick to the
routine and pass out around 5.”

Brooke wAggoner

CourT YArD hounDs

Audiences might be quick to turn away
from a classically trained singer-songwriterpianist at a music festival, but set aside any
Tori Amos prejudices for Nashville’s
Waggoner, who blends storytelling with jazzy
avant-pop on third LP, Originator, which she
wrote, arranged, and orchestrated
independently.
– Melanie Haupt

There’ll be no howling from these
Hounds. Dixie Chicks siblings Emily
Robison and Martie Maguire continue to
thrive outside of Natalie Maines’ creative
control with their San Antonio-based
Court Yard Hounds. Sophomore effort
Amelita offers buoyant songs worthy of a
Sheryl Crow-style barefoot romp.
– Abby Johnston

1 2:45pm , Bm i Stage

wiDowspeAk

1 2:45pm , Sa mSU Ng ga L a X Y Stage

With a slipper in Mazzy Star’s waifish
fairy folk and a boot in Royal Trux’s gutter
balladry, Molly Hamilton’s detached soprano
marinates in enough reverb to leave a tart
aftertaste. The Brooklyn duo’s The Swamp
EP balances folk pop with a smoky strain of
bad-trip psychedelia for a perfect prehangover wake-up call.
– Michael Toland

CoVer BY JAson sTouT

4

Fidlar beats on, determined to maintain that mean
streak, and, eventually, get back to doing what they do
best: getting just faded enough to write a song about getting so faded they can’t find their way home.
A new album’s in the works for next summer. In
between, Schwartzel and crew hit the road with Chicago
juveniles the Orwells, another ACL band comprised of
skate punks and guitar antiheroes.
“We’ve been talking about how they’ll probably be hitting us up for drinks a lot,” Schwartzel says of the
Orwells, who don’t boast a single player over 20. “Like,
how are we going to work this? Are we going to give
them a secret stash every night?”
– Chase Hoffberger
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2pm , a m D Stage

shoVels & rope

2:30pm , aUSt i N V e N t U r e S Stage

This South Carolina duo’s fireball folk &
roll blazed across the Americana scene on
the comet O’ Be Joyful. Cary Ann Hearst and
Michael Trent’s exuberant performances
upstaged tourmates the Lumineers and
earned them an upcoming episode of Austin
City Limits.
– Michael Toland

pinBACk

3:30pm ,
BU D L igH t Stage

For 15 years, Zach Smith
and Rob Snow – along with a
rotating cast of supporting
players – have produced
subtle, bleak, nuanced indie
rock under the umbrella of
Pinback, bearing witness to
our evolving culture. The pair’s
fifth disc, Information
Retrieved (Temporary
Residence), is informed by our
increased reliance on
technology and skitters
obliquely through a dystopian
landscape. – Melanie Haupt

Wild
Nothing

eMpty eState (CApTureD TrACks)

Jack Tatum’s Wild Nothing project has
been on a notable winning streak. Since
debuting in 2010 with Gemini, a winsome,
guitar-pop glide programmed entirely
on Garage Band in the college town of
Blacksburg, Va., his amber voice and deft
songwriting have kept him defiantly in
the spotlight. Last year’s mystic Nocturne
refreshed his notoriety with a starry rumble
of incandescent electro-pop, and now
the Empty Estate EP arrives as a vessel
for embracing weirder inhibitions. There’s
the robotic, vaguely sadomasochistic “A
Dancing Shell” and glittering instrumental
“On Guyot,” which serves as intriguing
potential for the Wild Nothing’s future
direction. Mostly though, Empty Estate
props itself up on the same airy pop that
made Tatum famous. Are “The Body in
Rainfall” and “Ocean Repeating (Big-Eyed
Girl)” the best tunes he’s written? No, but
you can’t fault their existence. (11:15am,
Samsung Galaxy stage)
HHH
– Luke Winkie
f r i D AY C O N T I N U E D O N p. 6
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Jimmy Eat World
2:30pm, sAmsung gAlAXY sTAge

Latasha
Lee & the
BlackTies

GARY MILLER

With this eponymous 10-track digital release, Latasha
Lee & the BlackTies
instantly vaunt into
the upper echelon
of local R&B acts. Lee demonstrates a penchant
for sweet throwback soul while carrying herself with
B-girl swagger, and that balance of old and new
feels just right. Sure, the Gulf Coast import covers
buttoned-up Johnny Ace ballad “Pledging My Love,”
yet she drops her no-good man by chunkin’ up
deuces on “Watch Me Now.” Lilting reggae on “Left
Hand Side” arrives radio-ready, and the Motown
melody of “Crazy” comes plucked straight out of
the Temptations’ songbook. Street cred arrives
courtesy of guitarist and producer Salih Williams,
the man behind H-Town anthems like “Draped
Up” (Bun B) and “Sittin’ Sidewayz” (Paul Wall), so
he has no trouble spotlighting the fact that Ms.
Latasha Lee can sing. Her range isn’t dynamic,
but there’s a richness to her tone reminiscent of
Lauryn Hill. Like L. Boogie before her, she’s got
that thing. (11:20am, Austin Ventures stage)
HHH
– Thomas Fawcett

You may not have realized it, but Jimmy Eat World are veterans. Releasing albums since 1994, they’ve built a legacy out of
Arizona’s secluded Mesa and cemented their artistic cred early in
the new millennium with the classic one-two punch of Clarity
and Bleed American. This year’s Damage arrived bitter, clean,
and freshly wounded. They’ve never stopped, and neither have
the kids.
“I don’t like to look backwards,” says singer Jim Adkins by cell
phone before a show in Newcastle. “I can, and there’s always stuff
maybe you’d like to change. But you can’t beat yourself up about
that. You’re always working on the threshold of your best abilities. There’s no way you can’t be proud of it.”
Jimmy Eat World never left the American Southwest that
birthed them. They’ve always maintained a heightened level of
sensitivity, something common with the dozens of frantic bands
amongst the sunbaked hills. Children of the desert tend to be a
little more vulnerable.
“There’s no arts infrastructure, and maybe that inspired kids to
make something for themselves,” says Adkins, who still lives in
the Phoenix area. “Obviously people do great work out there, but
maybe it’s a little harder for people to break out and rally critical
support. It doesn’t feel connected.”
Adkins will always be known for his youthfulness, his earlier
songs having captured an irreplaceable moment of emo-pop success. Don’t think that’s his destiny, though. His songwriting
never stopped developing.
“I used to write a lot about discovery,” he says. “That kinda
goes hand in hand with being younger. But there’s plenty of inspiration to take from where you’re at [in life]. There’s all sorts of
gnarly stuff around you to write about.”
– Luke Winkie

Jimmy Eat World never left
the American Southwest that
birthed them. Children of
the desert tend to be a little
more vulnerable.
f r i D AY C O N T I N U E D O N p. 8

Texas PerfOrming arTs
presents

Laurie anderson for the
Kronos Quartet:

LandfaLL
“...A riveting, gorgeous, new
multimediA work...dreAmlike, to be
sure, And Almost rituAlistic...”

Photos by: luCie JansCh, Jay blakesberg

—the wAshington Post

Performers
—
Laurie anderson
Kronos Quartet
David Harrington
violin
John Sherba
violin
Hank Dutt
viola
Sunny Yang
cello

October 16, 2013
8 pm
Bass Concert Hall
—

Landfall was commissioned by Texas
Performing Arts at The University of Texas at
Austin; Adelaide Festival, Australia; Barbican,
London; Clarice Smith Performing Arts
Center, University of Maryland, College Park;
Peak Performances @ Montclair State (NJ);
Perth International Arts Festival, Australia;
and Stanford Live, Stanford University.
Additional project support was provided to
the Kronos Performing Arts Association by
the National Endowment for the Arts.
World Premiere: February 1, 2013, Clarice
Smith Performing Arts Center, University of
Maryland, College Park
Worldwide Tour Representation
Pomegranate Arts

Tickets at

texasperformingarts.org | $10 student tickets

Presented in PartnershiP with the dePartment of art and art history and the Visual arts Center
This performance is made possible by a generous grant from The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation with additional support from
the Dean of the College of Fine Arts and the Executive Vice President and Provost of The University of Texas at Austin.
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So explains JD
McPherson of Broken
Arrow, Okla., about how
a former punk rocker
made a period-perfect
1956 R&B disc, Signs
and Signifiers.

Steroidand Hormonefree beef.

512 W. 29th . 477-1651

www.rubySbbq.com

$724,800

2105 glendale pl
Travis HeigHTs 78704
5 bed, 4 bath, multiple living spaces,
awesome kitchen & bathrooms, huge
backyard! 3100+ sq ft per travis County.
great awesome location to Dt, airport,
& ih35. MLs#9296833

ContaCt agent nanCy taute with questions:

512-497-5940
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JD McPherson

6pm, Zilker TenT sTAge
“We wanted to make an album that sounded exactly as if it
had been recorded at [New Orleans legend Cosimo Matassa’s
studio] J&M or Chess Records or someplace.”
So explains JD McPherson of Broken Arrow, Okla., about
how a former punk rocker made a period-perfect 1956 R&B
disc, Signs and Signifiers. The album was reissued by roots
powerhouse Rounder Records last year after its initial indie
release on McPherson bassist/producer Jimmy Sutton’s

Savages
SilenCe yoUrSelf
(mATADor)

Like its British brethren,
Savages draws strength
from Seventies postpunk in all its angular,
dissonant, melodic glory.
On the London quartet’s
debut Silence Yourself, the
group whips up a storm
of aggressive rhythms,
strident vocalizing, and
six-string sheen as if the
succeeding pop trends never happened and Gang of Four and
Siouxsie & the Banshees rule the charts. Gemma Thompson’s
reverb-happy guitar swaggers like the love child of Will Sergeant
and Rowland S. Howard, slaying with both ringing bells of chords
and hell-blazing amp abuse. Bassist Ayse Hassan stokes her
mate’s flames with undulating licks of her own, while drummer
Fay Milton’s steady hand keeps the car on the road with her foot
on the gas. Jehnny Beth confidently rides this roiling beast like
a surfer on a dragon, singing across the twisting melodies more
often than alongside them. The foursome wrangles a lassoed
tornado swirling with romantic angst and open defiance, couching lyrics like, “Don’t worry about breaking my heart/Far bigger
things will fall apart,” in tension strong enough to crush a submarine. Controlled explosions like the bristling “She Will,” predatory “City’s Full,” and grueling, grinding “Waiting for a Sign” cut a
deadly swath without leaving collateral damage. Silence Yourself
peaks with “Husbands,” borrowing the mantra-minded structure
of Patti Smith’s Horses for a flame-throwing bullet train of bad
will, while “Marshal Dear” closes with a smoky bar piano and a
seething cauldron of loathing. Sometimes a slow burn produces
the biggest explosion.
(1pm, Honda stage)
HHHH
– Michael Toland
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Hi-Style Records. It peaked
at No. 47 on Billboard’s
Rock Albums chart and
spawned a Little Richardesque single, “North Side
Gal,” with a video that’s
generated
1,371,892
YouTube plays as of this
writing. This extraordinary
music has taken McPherson
on a three-year journey
from being a grade school
art teacher, playing the rockabilly circuit on the side, to a hardtouring act selling enough albums to precede the Jon Spencer
Blues Explosion at ACL.
“That record was a once-in-a-lifetime kind of ode to era-specific production accuracy,” he says. “We were making that record
for ourselves and for a certain scene. There are a lot of bands and
a lot of musicians we know who are sorta fetishizing that music
and making music on old equipment and stuff.
“We wanted to push the writing and the packaging and the
concept a little further.”
Toward that end, he drew inspiration from some odd sources
as he sought to re-create the sound of a Leonard Chess production. His version of Tiny Kennedy’s “Country Boy” found
McPherson asking his band, “‘Hey, what if we just kinda performed loops?’
“The guitar plays the same thing, the piano plays the same
thing, over a big drum beat!”
Said source? An “out-of-tune piano loop” on a Raekwon track
from an old Wu-Tang Clan record.
– Tim Stegall

eleCTriC siX

3:45pm , aUSt i N V e N t U r e S
Stage

Does it make you feel old that
“Danger! High Voltage!” celebrated
its 10-year anniversary in May?
These Detroit dance-rockers never
replicated that amazing, brainblowing, Jack White-featuring first
single, but they’ve cobbled together
a warm, Ween-like legacy since. The
sextet releases its 10th album
Mustang next month. – Luke Winkie

fun

4pm , a m D Stage

There’s no denying Fun. In fact, it
wouldn’t be shocking to see the
NYC trio headline a festival like this
one in the near future. Spearheaded
by Nate Reuss’ operatic vocals, and
a big, joyful dollop of Seventies
arena-rock cheese, these recent
Austin City Limits tapees pump the
fury of Boston and INXS straight
into the iPhone generation.
– Luke Winkie

loCAl nATiVes

4:30pm , Sa mSU Ng ga L a X Y
Stage

Local Natives are L.A.’s great
hope. New York City sports the
Strokes, Montreal has Arcade Fire,
Chicago keeps Wilco, but the City
of Angels has never had a big,
galvanizing indie-rock band to
itself. Local Natives have the
hooks, foamy guitars, and good
looks. Sophomore LP Hummingbird
hit No. 12 on the charts.
– Luke Winkie

JAke Bugg

5pm , aUSt i N V e N t U r e S Stage

A breakout at March’s SXSW, Jake
Bugg delivers a world-weary drawl to the
manic energy of songs that belie his age.
The UK teen’s eponymous debut
captured a raw restlessness in garagefolk riffs and youthful anthems “Lightning
Bolt” and “Two Fingers,” kicking against
jaded malaise while mining the gritty
scenes for gold.
– Doug Freeman

wilD Belle

6:15pm, aUStiN
V eNt Ur eS Stage

Chicago siblings Natalie and Elliot
Bergman – she’s the sultry voice, he’s the
musical hunter/gatherer behind the band’s
world-beat ethos – waded into indie rock
on this year’s debut Isles, smelling of
coconut oil and tobacco. The lyrics tackle
love, true love, broken love, and maternal
love (“June,” about their late mother, is
both joyful and heartbreaking), while
engaging in a vaguely colonial flirtation
with all things irie.
– Melanie Haupt

Queens of The
sTone Age

7:30pm , BU D L igH t Stage

Despite its A-list entourage – Dave
Grohl, Mark Lanegan, Alex Turner, Trent
Reznor, Sir Elton John – and the slight
return of original bassist Nick Oliveri,
QOTSA’s new album and first in six years,
… Like Clockwork (Matador), is all Josh
Homme, unhinged. Complete with slow
jams, monstrous epics, and a relentless
groove, it’s his strongest album since
Songs for the Deaf, boasting a cocky
grandeur that’s more Queen than
Queens.
– Austin Powell

Thao & the Get
Down Stay Down

We the CoMMon (riBBon musiC)

After spending the lion’s
share of her
20s pumping out and
promoting
albums, Thao
Nguyen tethered herself to
San Francisco
for four years. We the Common, her
third release with the Get Down Stay
Down, finally reflects that sense of
place, stretching nuance and bringing
the only brand of folk that metropolitan California allows: one laden with
pop hooks. Longtime Cali girl Joanna
Newsom joins her on “Kindness Be
Conceived,” blending the fragility of her
singing with Nguyen’s demure alto in a
tête-à-tête duet. Introduced by simple
banjo strums, “We the Common (For
Valerie Bolden)” takes the LP to full
throttle only 30 seconds in, bumping
along on heavy drums and a joyous
“oohed” chorus, though it’s the fevered
hunt of “Holy Roller,” led by more
banjo, that outshines the full-band joinin and polishes We the Common with
elated brevity. (1:30pm, Bud Light
stage)
HHH
– Abby Johnston

ROCK YOUR ACL STYLE!
OFFICIAL ACL & AUSTIN SWAG
shop AUSTIN ROCKS TX
and WILD ABOUT MUSIC
Austin Rocks TX
301 W 2nd Street
Across From ACL
512.983.0929
Wild About Music
115 E 6th Street
Across From The Driskill
512.708.1700

ACL TEES
ROCKING BOOTS
FESTIVAL LOOKS
JEWELRY
& HATS

www.wildaboutmusic.com

Holly
Williams
the hiGhWay
(georgiAnA)

The daughter
of Hank Williams
Jr., and thus
the granddaughter of Hank Sr., Holly
Williams lives in the shadow of a powerful legacy. Never shying away from that
fact, the Nashville singer makes music
to fit her own existence, and her third LP
The Highway contains some of Williams’
most potent songwriting. Using mostly
acoustic settings, producer Charlie
Peacock (the Civil Wars) gives her
songs an airy feeling that she’s never
had before, allowing stories of simpler
times to speak with stronger conviction.
Special guests make the proceedings
more attractive, with Jackson Browne
fitting in perfectly on the amber tones of
“Gone Away From Me” and Jakob Dylan
joining in on the urgent “Without You.”
Gwyneth Paltrow and Dierks Bentley
make appearances as well. One thing’s
for certain: Here stretches Williams’
Highway and you’re more than welcome
to come along for the ride. (2:30pm,
BMI stage)
HHHHn
– Jim Caligiuri
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Jon Spencer
Blues Explosion
7:30pm, Zilker TenT sTAge

“It was only about three years where we
didn’t play at all,” says Jon Spencer,
explaining his Blues Explosion’s recently
broken absence. “But it’s been eight years
since a studio album. Meat & Bone came
out last year.
“At least for me, I wanted to do different
kinds of music.”
Namely rockabilly, with fellow New York
musician Matt Verta-Ray in the band Heavy
Trash. And yet guitarist/vocalist Spencer,
guitarist Judah Bauer, and drummer
Russell Simins just couldn’t stay away from
the punk/blues juju they’ve whipped up
since the bandleader walked away from the
fuck-you garage trash of his notorious
Eighties combo, Pussy Galore.
“I loosened up a little, maybe?” chuckles
Spencer. “I discovered that rock & roll
wasn’t this terrible, horrible thing. That it
wasn’t totally bankrupt and it wasn’t a case
where there was nothing good to say about

it. There’s a lot of good still there, and
there’s a lot of good that can be found. You
just have to search for it.
“The good stuff was worth cherishing and
holding close and keeping it alive, instead
of throwing everything away because of a
few bad apples.”
That difference put JSBX square in the
punk/blues lineage that began with Johnny
Thunders and the Gun Club, making JSBX
the link to more recent practitioners like
the White Stripes and Jim Jones Revue.
“You’re right: There’s definitely a longer
history there. And it’s not just white kids,
either. Just look at someone like Hound
Dog Taylor, or Muddy Waters! You can
make the case that’s a kind of blues punk! I
never thought there was much of a difference between blues music and punk rock.
But we weren’t the first. We had some great
shoulders to stand on.”
– Tim Stegall

That puts JSBX square in the punk/blues lineage that
began with Johnny Thunders and the Gun Club.

POSTERS/POSTCARDS

CDS/DVDs
AS QUICKLY AS 1 DAY
COMPLETION!!

YES!!
512-459-5253
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Blind Boys
of Alabama

i’ll find a Way
(sonY mAsTerworks)

The rough, joyous garage pop of
Smith Westerns’
2009 debut matured into glam-soaked
hooks on the Chicago quartet’s sophomore LP, Dye It Blonde, and now Soft Will
rises even higher into the hazy cosmos.
Aptly titled, the album lulls with gentle
transitions and such a smooth ebb and
flow that it plays like a half-remembered
daydream, beautiful and mystic even as it
refuses to settle. Opener “3am Spiritual”
moves the most dynamically in Brit-pop
turns, yet even amid the surging guitar
swirls of “Idol” and “Glossed,” and the
four-and-a-half minute instrumental interlude of “XXIII,” the band revels in a cresting soundscape of saturated summer
jams. “White Oath” lingers in a restless
malaise that nonetheless seduces into
its stoned glow, and “Best Friend” soars
with a mellow-rip of T. Rex into the softer,
wistful sway of Beatles licks on “Cheer
Up.” Soft Will, a polished, richly layered
trip, even if it never fully arrives.
(3pm, Honda stage)
HHH
– Doug Freeman

Formed at the Alabama
Institute for Deaf and Blind
the same year Germany
invaded Poland, the Blind Boys of Alabama are
nothing short of an American institution. The
gospel legends spent four days holed up in a
snow-covered Wisconsin cabin with Justin Vernon
of Bon Iver for I’ll Find a Way. Vernon hand-picked
the band and a mix of traditional hymns, originals, and secular covers. Only two founding members of the Blind Boys survive – Jimmy Carter
and Clarence Fountain, who, unable to travel,
recorded his rumbling baritone in absentia – but
the heavenly falsetto of newest member Paul
Beasley becomes a revelation on “Take Me to
the Water.” The Blind Boys are oddly relegated
to the background of the Sam Amidon-assisted
“I Am Not Waiting Anymore,” making it barely
distinguishable from the indie-folk currently blanketing AAA radio, but the island groove of “I’ve
Been Searching” is a delightful surprise with
Tune-Yards’ Merrill Garbus helping channel the
Jamaican harmony trios of the Sixties. Vernon
himself teams up with Carter on Bob Dylan’s
“Every Grain of Sand,” while Austin’s Patty Griffin
helps raise the roof on the righteous soul clap of
closer “Jubilee.” After nearly 75 years the Blind
Boys still exude amazing grace. (4:30pm, Zilker
Tent stage)
HHH
– Thomas Fawcett

Vampire Weekend

Arctic
Monkeys

Modern VaMpireS of the City (Xl)

aM (Domino)

COME TO EGO’S
before & after ACL FEST

$150 Wells

S U N D AY S 3 - 11 P M
AO

KE

R

NO COVER
P

PY H

UR

The Arctic Monkeys’
creative tailspin of the
past five years has
validated the proclamation made by the band’s 2006 breakthrough:
Whatever People Say I Am, That’s What I’m
Not. The identity crisis reaches a boiling
point on AM, with Prince song titles (“R U
Mine?”), Black Sabbath scale (“Arabella”),
and the gold-ceiling glam of stadium tour
mates the Black Keys (“I Want It All”). Yet
track for track, the now-L.A.-based quartet’s
fifth album might be their strongest since
2007 ambulance chaser Favourite Worst
Nightmare, due in large part to the lingering
shadow of Humbug producer Josh Homme,
both literally (in the slinky “Knee Socks”)
and figuratively (in the staccato stab of
“Snap Out of It”). Piano ballad “No. 1 Party
Anthem” and “One for the Road,” with its
falsetto harmony, cement singer/guitarist Alex Turner’s transition from post-punk
chronicler to heavy-lidded crooner. Instant
classic “Why’d You Only Call Me When You’re
High” brings it all together. AM’s a heavy
seduction, restless and all the better for it.
(6:30pm, Samsung Galaxy stage)
HHHHn
– Austin Powell

O

Vampire Weekend
has referred to
Modern Vampires of
the City as the final
installment in a trilogy of LPs. You can
trace the progression in “Everlasting
Arms” and “Finger
Back,” which introduce a few wrinkles
to the band’s steam-pressed Afro-pop.
Yet the New Yorkers’ third album also
sounds a lifetime removed from its 2008
postcollegiate debut, working, as its
cover suggests, on more of a grayscale to
offset its typical summer colors. There’s
“Hudson,” which moves in the shadows
of ghost-choir synths and marching line
drums, while Rostam Batmanglij continues to push his arrangements into ever
more adventurous territory (Celtic pipes
on “Unbelievers,” the harpsichord half-rap
“Step”). A sense of finality comes from
Ezra Koenig’s contemplation of dying
young, or “Diane Young,” which recalls a
blown-out version of Buddy Holly’s NYC
apartment tapes. “I want to know – does
it bother you? The low click of a ticking
clock,” he asks in “Don’t Lie.” If Modern
Vampires of the City makes one thing
clear, it’s that Vampire Weekend’s just
getting started here. (6pm, AMD stage)
HHH
– Austin Powell

KA

Soft Will
(mom + pop)

HA

Smith
Westerns

everyday
11am-8P

M

WE ARE TUCKED AWAY IN THE PARKING GARAGE.
ADDITIONAL PARKING ABOVE THE CLUB.
f r i D AY C O N T I N U E D O N p. 1 2

510 SOUTH CONGRESS Building
512-474-7091
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Brit
Face OFF
by a b by j o h n s t o n

DepeChe moDe
(Fr i ., 8pm ,
a m D Stage)

Years active: 33
Hometown:
Basildon, Essex
Current members: Dave Gahan,
Andy Fletcher, Martin Gore
Height of the lead singer:
5 feet 11 inches
Number of albums: 13
Career high point:
The World Violation Tour
Number of Grammy nominations:
Five
Musical weapon of choice:
Virus TI keyboard
Notable ex-members:
Alan Wilder, Vince Clark
Song they have to play:
“Enjoy the Silence”
Song they shouldn’t play:
Most of Delta Machine
Last show in Austin:
March 15, 2013, Brazos Hall
Signature frontman accessory:
Vest and no shirt
Preferred stage lighting:
Anything that shows off Gahan’s abs
Key non-secular but secular song:
“Personal Jesus”
Celebrity fans: Frank Ocean, Coldplay
Essential concert movie: 101
Early band names: No Romance in China,
Composition of Sound
Number of fan sites on the
first page of a Google search: Five
Why one over the other?
Depeche Mode is built for the
arena-sized crowds ACL offers,
with frontman David Gahan still every
inch a rock star, albeit an electronic one.

The Cure
(Sat., 8pm ,
a m D Stage)

Years active: 37
Hometown:
Crawley, West Sussex
Current members:
Robert Smith, Simon Gallup,
Roger O’Donnell, Jason Cooper,
Reeves Gabrels
Height of the lead singer:
5 feet 10 inches
Number of albums: 13
Career high point: 1992’s Wish nominated
for Grammy for Best Alternative Music
Album
Number of Grammy nominations: Two
Musical weapon of choice:
Robert Smith. And his hair.
Notable ex-members: Porl Thompson,
Boris Williams, Lol Tolhurst
Song they have to play: “Pictures of You”
Song they shouldn’t play: “Give Me It”
Last show in Austin:
Aug. 6, 2008, Austin Music Hall
Signature frontman accessory:
Lipstick and smudged pancake makeup
Preferred stage lighting:
Blue
Key non-secular but secular song:
“Just Like Heaven”
Celebrity fans: Depeche Mode
Essential concert movie: The Cure in Orange
Early band names:
The Obelisk, Easy Cure
Number of fan sites on the
first page of a Google search: Four
Why one over the other? Robert Smith, the poster
child of British goth weirdness, knows how to
pander to his cultlike following and singles fans
alike. Plus, they’re coming without a new album
out, leaving them free to shut up and play the hits.

vs.
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Okkervil River

TODD V. WOLF SON

FriDaY LOcaL LiMits

by K E V I n C U R tI n

Dana Falconberry (12:20pm, Austin Ventures stage)
Earthy, deep, orchestral folk-pop from a detail-oriented optimist.
Asleep at the Wheel (Noon, AMD stage)
The charismatic kings of Western swing have been the first main stage band at every ACL.
Grace London (2:30pm, Austin Kiddie Limits)
An eccentric mix of Regina Spektor and Jack White, by a 13-year-old.
Okkervil River (5pm, Honda stage)
Mature, carefully crafted indie rock with heavy personal depth from sentimental frontman Will Sheff.
The Black Angels (5:30pm, Bud Light stage)
The hypnotic shepherds of modern psych rock mesmerize with evil drone and, lately, Sixties pop.

Depeche Mode

delta MaChine (ColumBiA)

In algebra you learned that delta
stands for change, but 33 years into
their career, Depeche Mode’s done
with the next step. Rather, this Delta
Machine refers to the Mississippi
variety, throwing back to the kind of
electronic blues the UK threepiece
perfected with Alan Wilder on 1990’s
Violator. David Gahan still seethes
through the blues, dripping with a sinister sneer on “Angel” and “The Child
Inside,” but overall it seems more
like Depeche Mode is doing its best
impression of, well, itself. The camp is
layered on thick, just as it always was,
yet this time it crosses the thin line
these electro pioneers once walked
with ease. Even the strongest track,
“Heaven,” loses its gravity after a few
spins. (8pm, AMD stage)
HH
– Abby Johnston

puriTY ring

7:45pm , aUSt i N V e N t U r e S Stage

As the sun sets, Megan James and Corin Roddick
will have their ideal performing condition: darkness.
Roddick’s handcrafted instrument, a system of
pipes and colored, lighted orbs, is the throbbing
force behind Purity Ring’s bass-heavy head trip on
debut album Ungirthed. The shows are solemn,
captivating, and guaranteed to have dramatic
flourishes.
– Abby Johnston

muse

8:30pm , Sa mSU Ng ga L a X Y Stage

In The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, Douglas
Adams imagines the loudest band in the universe, one
with a live spectacle that could devastate entire
planets. That’s Muse, the heaviest power trio this side
of Rush. Since 2003 stateside breakthrough
Absolution, each album’s gotten exponentially bigger
and more grandiose, the concepts even more farfetched. Last year’s The 2nd Law tackled
thermodynamics and the unsustainability of modern
consumption.
– Austin Powell
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aCL MusiC Fest SATURDAY
hundred waters
11:30A M , HON DA STAGE

Hundred Waters twists pastoral folk into mesmerizing
electronica, a thoroughly contemporary sound
hauntingly cut against the grain of the Gainesville, Fla.,
quintet’s songwriting and frontwoman Nicole Miglis’
leaping vocals. The glitched textures of their eponymous
2012 debut on Elestial Sound led to the band’s signing
to Skrillex’s OWSLA label and subsequent Thistle EP,
with eclectic remixes by AraabMuzik and Star Slinger.
– Doug Freeman

deap VaLLy

1 PM , BU D L IGH T STAGE

11:30aM, Bud LiGht staGe

Like most addictive rock albums, Light Up Gold by Parquet
Courts succeeds on ample-but-equal amounts of finger-popping
familiarity and just-baked freshness. The quartet’s second
album ably conjures the canvas-slashing spirit of vintage Lower
East Side art-punk, but their stream-of-consciousness lyrics
seethe with the nervous energy of modern day post-adolescence.
“Lyric writing starts just as indiscriminate writing, without
structure or parameter,” says guitarist/vocalist Andrew
Savage,
who
previously
gigged around North Texas
Though three of four
with Fergus & Geronimo and
members hail from
Teenage Cool Kids.
Texas,
Parquet Courts
“The difference between
Parquet Courts and other
are a New York band
songs I’ve done is this: The
that conjures the
music tends to follow the
canvas-slashing
spirit
words, and it makes the delivery of lyrics and melodies a bit of vintage Lower East
more interesting I think.”
Side art-punk.
Savage formed Parquet
Courts in 2010 with his drummer brother Max, guitarist/vocalist
Austin Brown, and bassist/vocalist Sean Yeaton. Though three of
four members hail from Texas, Parquet Courts are a New York
band. You can almost taste the city’s clipped pace and sensory
barrage in Savage’s “Stoned and Starving,” an aural travelogue
cut from the same cloth as the Velvet Underground’s “Waiting
for the Man” and Jonathan Richman’s “Roadrunner.”
Light Up Gold was recorded in just three days. Savage calls
the two-part title track the “thematic centerpiece” of the album.
The warm, stripped-down sound and rapid-fire sequencing followed in short order.

SHELLEY HIAM

What makes “Bad for My Body,” the first single from
Deap Vally’s upcoming debut, Sistrionix (Cherrytree),
so deliciously ironic with its gleeful disavowal of “right”
female behavior is that Lindsey Troy and Julie Edwards
met at a crochet class. The L.A. duo demonstrate a
kiss-off attitude, searing guitars, and thrashing drums
which earns them a spot in the rock chick hall of fame
alongside Janis and Courtney.
– Melanie Haupt

Parquet Courts

“Nothing with Parquet Courts ever gets too precious,” he
says. “A decision is made and we move on.”
Although technically released in late 2012, Light Up Gold
conveniently achieved critical consensus just as this year’s summer festival season kicked off. Savage says going from clubs to
outdoor stages takes some getting used to.
“It can be tough commanding larger crowds, especially eclectic ones like festival audiences who may or may not be there to
see you,” he relates. “It’s better when you play at night, which
doesn’t happen with us often at festivals, but when it does, the
energy seems to be better.”
– Greg Beets

reiGnwoLF

waLk the Moon

LittLe Green Cars

That Jordan Cook, aka Reignwolf, continues to
sweep through the festival circuit without even
releasing an official album serves as testament to his
incomparably cathartic live show, bolstered by his
blistering electric guitar. Like a one-man powerhouse
of raw Black Keys blues and grit, the howling Seattlebased Canadian has rightly emerged among the next
great guitar shredders.
– Doug Freeman

This Cincinnati quartet refreshes sunshine pop with
its self-titled LP and “Anna Sun,” a vivacious single
touched by melancholy. Following a set at Lollapalooza
20 and tours with Young the Giant and Fun, WTM’s
bright hooks and hip-shuffling rhythms look poised for
a breakout.
– Michael Toland

The emotive indie pop of Dublin, Ireland’s Little
Green Cars touches on the Americana infatuations of
the Lumineers or even Mumford & Sons, but with more
rock. This year’s debut, Absolute Zero, plays between
the tensions of Stevie Appleby’s nasal twinge and Faye
O’Rourke’s soaring, dramatic vocals that rival Florence
+ the Machine.
– Doug Freeman

1 PM , AUST I N V E N T U R E S STAGE

2PM , SA MSU NG GA L A X Y STAGE

the VerVe pipe

3:30PM , AUST I N K I DDI E L I M I TS STAGE

Autre Ne Veut

anXiety (MeXiCan suMMer)

Arthur Ashin, the New Yorker behind the
moniker Autre Ne Veut, might be the anti-pop
Prince. Delivered with the same raw sexuality as
the Purple One but without Mr. Nelson’s radiofriendly hits, Anxiety has a healthy appetite for
evasiveness, an intimately layered R&B disc that
never lets the listener rest too comfortably. Just
as “Counting” settles into its lush seduction of
gentle synth and gasping falsetto, it’s jarred by
an errant saxophone blast. Similarly, chipmunklike vocal warps are thrown over the quiet bits of
an already quip-loaded “Ego Free Sex Free.” Somehow, these direct assonance flouts
don’t buck the listener, but rather create a kind of aural game of intrigue. Ashin seems
quite aware of his hit-making potential, but he’s eager to remind audiences that he
won’t be pigeonholed. (1pm, Honda stage)
★★★
– Abby Johnston

4:30PM , AUST I N V E N T U R E S STAGE

Greensky BLueGrass

After Nineties one-hit-wonderdom with “The
Freshmen,” Michigan’s Verve Pipe reinvented itself as a
children’s act. Latest LP Are We There Yet? bursts with
effervescent, frequently hilarious ditties including
“Homework Blues Stomp” and “I Didn’t Get My Note
Signed.” The Pipe’s penchant for classic pop hooks and
lyrics that don’t talk down to anybody means as good a
time for parents as kids. (Also Sunday at
4:05pm)
– Michael Toland

5:30PM Z I L K E R T E N T STAGE

siLVersun piCkups

VintaGe trouBLe

Been a long time since “Lazy Eye,” but don’t
marginalize this L.A. quartet. Latest album Neck of the
Woods landed DOA, yet they’re still capable of churning
honest-to-God majesty. If Billy Corgan stays defiant in
his prickishness, at least Silversun Pickups are willing
to pick up his slack.
– Luke Winkie

How Vintage Trouble remains in the bubbling-under
stage is a mystery. Major talk show appearances, tours
with Bon Jovi and the Who (twice), and a near-constant
road presence bespeak a big-ass breakthrough
incoming. Fronted by charismatic singer Ty Taylor, the
L.A. foursome’s bluesy rock & soul regularly sets
shows ablaze.
– Michael Toland

4PM , SA MSU NG GA L A X Y STAGE

A live fixture for both the sandal-wearin’, Frisbeetossin’, jam-band crowd and button-up bluegrass
traditionalists, Greensky occupies a middle ground in
the stylistic chasm between Yonder Mountain String
Band and Del McCoury. Dave Bruzza and Paul Hoffman
apply soulful singer-songwriter vox over legit picking,
imbuing these Michigan natives with a rare angle that
works both in the studio and on epic live jams.
– Kevin Curtin
5:45PM , AUST I N V E N T U R E S STAGE

s at u r d ay C O N T I N U E D O N p. 1 6
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rocktoberfest

ale
sSAVE
50-70%
Modern
Sectional

$899
queen Size 7 pc
BedrooM Set

$749
Sectional
w/ ottoMan
MicrofiBer
recliner

$149
faux MarBle
dining taBle
w/ 4 chairS

$199
queen Size
platforM

$169
all MattreSS SetS half off queen Size
euro top
MattreSS Set

SatURDaY
local
liMitS
BY K E V I N C U R TI N

Valerie June

pushin’ aGainst a stone
(ConCord)

Valerie June’s official debut manages a tour de force. Born in rural
Tennessee between Memphis and
Nashville, her music inhabits an
extraordinary blend of the country,
blues, and soul between the two
music scenes and still remains thoroughly modern thanks to co-production
from Dan Auerbach. “Workin’ Woman
Blues” sets the tone, a gnarled twang
rooting the tune with the distinctiveness of folk-blues great Elizabeth
Cotten before fervent percussion and
horns slide in seamlessly to push the
song into Afro-pop territory. Sparse
banjo and harmonies wind together
beautifully on “Somebody to Love,”
while “The Hour” and “Wanna Be
on Your Mind” cut a dark, soulful
sway with girl-group swagger, and
“Tennessee Time” turns country in a
duet with Eric Church. Even then, the
wickedly electrified title track and
thumping “You Can’t Be Told” burst
with Auerbach’s influence up against
the Appalachian spiritual “Trials,
Troubles, Tribulation” and devastatingly haunted “Shotgun.” Pushin’
Against a Stone showcases a stunning and unique new voice.
(2:30pm, BMI stage)
★★★★
– Doug Freeman

Max Frost

$199
MattreSS SetS:
twin Set $119
full Set $149
queen Set $189
LIKE
US
ON
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JANA BIRCHUM
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Bobby Jealousy
(11:15am, Austin Ventures stage)
Fusing baroque-pop flamboyance,
Nineties rock infectiousness, and
old-school Austin weirdness,
Bobby Jealousy’s songs of love
and death will drive you wild.
Max Frost
(Noon, Austin Ventures stage)
21-year-old multi-instrumentalist
croons on rap tracks and writes
soul pop reminiscent of Cee Lo
Green.
True Believers
(4pm, Zilker Tent stage)
The heroic, mid-Eighties guitar
rock mothership of Austin legends
Jon Dee Graham and Alejandro
Escovedo reunited last year in the
wake of SXSW director Brent
Grulke’s death.
Bright Light Social Hour
(7pm, Austin Ventures stage)
After breaking out locally with the
irresistible electro-rock hook “Back
and Forth,” BLSH have proven
themselves on the national stage
with their big-time live show.

acl aFteRShoWS

SUNDAY 6

THURSDAY 3

WEDNESDAY 9

The Bright Light Social Hour, Reignwolf, Walker
Lukens, Emo’s
Luminox, Loudpvck, Haven
Aaron Behrens & the Midnight Stroll, BattleMe,
Nic Armstrong, Stubb’s inside

Bright Light
Social Hour

ALL offers WhiLe suppLies LAst

SHELLEY HIAM

$499

201 3 a cl m us ic fes t p rev iew saturday firs t weekend
C O N T I N U E D f r O m p. 1 4

Paper Diamond, Run DMT,
Haven
Gospel Brunch: Endurance,
Stubb’s

The Shouting Matches, the
Blind Boys of Alabama
w/ Ruthie Foster, Penny
& Sparrow, Stubb’s
Toro y Moi, Classixx, Emo’s

FRIDAY 4

SATURDAY 5

THURSDAY 10

Haim, Ms Mr, Antone’s,
SOLD OUT
Grouplove, the
Mowgli’s, Emo’s
Fidlar, the Orwells,
Not in the Face, Holy
Mountain SOLD OUT
Wild Belle, Lamberts,
SOLD OUT
Wild Nothing, Autre Ne
Veut, Parish
Deap Vally, Ume,
Stubb’s inside

The Black Angels, the Joy
Formidable, Emo’s
JC Brooks & the Uptown
Sound, Lamberts
The Revivalists, Moon
Taxi, Parish
Gospel Brunch: the Blind
Boys of Alabama,
Stubb’s inside
Widowspeak, Boy Friend,
Stubb’s inside
The National, Thao & the
Get Down Stay Down,
Stubb’s, SOLD OUT

Wavves, King Tuff, Jacuzzi
Boys, Antone’s
Phosphorescent, JD
McPherson,
Shakey Graves, Emo’s
Mord Fustang, Jesse Rose,
Toddy B, Haven
The Autumn Defense, Desert
Noises, Blue Bear, Lamberts
Whiskey Shivers, Hello
Wheels, Stubb’s inside
Patty Griffin, Michael
Kiwanuka, Stubb’s
s at u r d ay C O N T I N U E D O N p. 1 8

4 days. 4 distinct events.
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OCinTOhistBEoricRgru10ene
FEATURED ARTISTS

highlights

BENEF ITING THE UNITED WAY OF COMAL COUNT Y

GRUENEMUSICANDWINEFEST.ORG

hands-on training in
digital filmmaking

pursue an exciting
career in production

Learn basic to advanced aspects of
producing commercials, music video,
documentaires, TV shows
and feature films.
Find disclosures on graduation rates, student financial obligations
and more at www.mediatech.edu/disclosures. MediaTech cannot
guarantee employment or salary.

512.447.2002
4719 S. Congress Ave
Austin TX • 78745
roland@mediatech.edu

Financial Aid available
to those who qualify
Comprehensive
1-Year Programs
Job Placement Assistance
After Graduation
Approved for
Veterans Training

www.mediatech.edu
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Junip

Lissie

Portugal
the Man

Junip
(City sLanG)

BaCk to
ForeVer
(Fat possuM)

This
Swedish folktronic band
has long been
back-burnered
to guitarist
José González’s solo career, yet this
year’s self-titled follow-up to 2010’s
Fields provides solid evidence that the
six-stringer’s most interesting work takes
place under the Junip umbrella. “Line of
Fire,” a slow-burning bit of mood building, sets the tone for the entire journey.
Songs like the grooving “Suddenly” and
“Villain,” vaguely reminiscent of the
Black Keys with its fuzzed-out guitars
and stripped-down drums, unfold slowly
in intriguing patterns that eventually
start to emerge from the wallpaper.
“Walking Lightly” plays out similarly,
Tobias Winterkorn’s Moog swirling and
droning in an ambient haze. The band
pulls its emotional punches with all the
opaque atmospherics, but ultimately,
Junip takes the listener where they want
to go as long as they surrender to the
ride. (3pm, Honda stage)
★★★
– Melanie Haupt

Although Lissie’s
initial EPs pigeonholed her as a singer-songwriter, the
dusky, soulful pop of her full-length debut,
2010’s Catching a Tiger, pushed her sound
well beyond folk roots without sacrificing
the effectiveness of her powerful vocals.
Sophomore album Back to Forever pushes
that trajectory even further afield, the
Illinois native exploding on opening tracks
“The Habit” and “Further Away (Romance
Police)” with pure Stevie Nicks dynamism,
the latter even scorched by Seventies
guitar. “Shameless” clips with a rough,
scathing contempt, but “They All Want
You” and “Sleepwalking” settle down into
smoother, no less emotionally punctured
patterns, then burst into rousing climaxes
constantly threatening until their inevitable,
cathartic release. The anthemic “I Don’t
Wanna Go to Work” and bitter balladry of
“Mountaintop Removal” feel distinctively of
the moment, while “Love in the City” and
“I Bet on You” brokenly search on a disc
of dark corners couched in defiantly bright
pop. (3:15pm, Austin Ventures stage)
★★★★■
– Doug Freeman

eViL Friends
(atLantiC)

For their last
few years of
ubiquity, Portugal
the Man still managed to sneak up on me. The Portland,
Ore., quintet built a reputation in the
most organic of ways, releasing a lot of
music over a long period of time. Never
breathlessly reviewed, and only recently
owning any commercial relevance, it’s
been far too easy to write them off as
a bunch of croaky potheads thriving
in Edward Sharpe’s playing field. That
would probably continue if eighth album
Evil Friends wasn’t so defiantly solid. It’s
using the sodden, wilted, stadium-folk
form, but dig deeper and “Modern Jesus”
will shake your bones. Lifted hands?
That’s the delectable campfire float
“Sea of Air.” And would you ever turn off
“Holy Roller”? Sure, they’re not very hip,
but Portugal the Man are anything but
slouches, and Evil Friends is proof that
some bands get big for being good, nothing else. (4pm, AMD stage)
★★★★
– Luke Winkie

passion pit

6PM , A M D STAGE

Last summer’s Gossamer (Columbia), a polished and joyous-yethysterical reprise of Passion Pit’s infectious dance-pop, was
overshadowed by frontman Michael Angelakos’ dealing with his
bipolar disorder, but the group has rebounded gracefully. The
Brooklyn-via-Boston quintet tours the dark beauty of Angelakos’
autobiographical opus through November, turning his pain into a
string of euphoric dance parties.
– Melanie Haupt

shoutinG MatChes 7 PM , BU D L IGH T STAGE

For someone who watched his lonesome solo project
blossom into Bon Iver, Justin Vernon remains delightfully
unattached. The Shouting Matches is his most frivolous moment
yet, a woolly, bar-blues trio composed of old friends from
Wisconsin. Given that their debut carries the name Grownass
Man, you know where you’re at.
Man
– Luke Winkie

MaVeriCks

7 PM , Z I L K E R T E N T STAGE

Austin’s love affair with this Nashville quintet and its
Southwestern twang extends back more than two decades, so when
the current reunion and new disc In Time dropped at SXSW, it was
time to make room in ACL’s gospel tent. Raul Malo – Tex-Mex,
rockabilly, bilingual – still croons like no less than Roy Orbison (“Call
Me When You Get to Heaven”).
– Raoul Hernandez
s at u r d ay C O N T I N U E D O N p. 2 3

Come in and get your

NEW GOPRO HERO 3+
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Dancing on the ceiling

C O N T I N U E D f r O m p. 1 8

two-weekend
two-step with
the stars

ACL running two weekends means some 100 acts will be hanging in Austin longer than your
usual tour pit stop. Pretty sweet. Just think: Toro y Moi shopping at Room Service Vintage,
while Lionel Richie upscales at Capra & Cavelli; the Cure’s Robert Smith washing delicates at
Longhorn Laundry. Here’s 14 acts performing both volumes of ACL and where you might find
them in between. Match them up without using the answer key!
– Chase Hoffberger

1) secret
oktober
A) FIDLAR

B) ReD BARAAt

2)

stubb’s
gospel
Brunch

3)

your little
sister’s
sorority
house

4)

marriage
counseling

h) Foxygen

I) the CuRe

&
5) Dog
Duck pub

C) ARCtIC monkeys

6)

Dub
Academy
DJ school

7)

the piano at
the Driskill
hotel

D) vAmpIRe weekenD

8)
e) shuggIe otIs

k) LIoneL RIChIe

Definitely
not in
Austin

9) Allen’s Boots
10)

J) DepeChe moDe

Breakaway
Records

L) D’AngeLo

park
11) house
skate park

F) kAskADe

Bull
12) mcCabe’s

m) LIttLe gReen CARs

Austin

13) hostel

International

14) elysium

n) BLInD Boys oF ALABAmA

key: A-11 B-13 C-5 D-3 e-10 F-6 g-9 h-4 I-14 J-1 k-7 L-8 m-12 n-2

g) eRIC ChuRCh
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Haim

Caspar
Babypants

KiD RocK

austin kiddie LiMits
Lemme guess. You haaaaaate it when people
bring their kids to ACL. The nerve! In my short time
as a father, I’ve learned there are two basic kinds
of kids’ music – that which recognizes adults also
have to listen, and that which makes you want
to shove Legos in your ears. Thankfully, there’s
plenty of the former if your little ones need to get
the wiggles out. Bouncing Souls frontman
Greg Attonito makes up one half of “kindie rock”
husband-wife duo Play Date, which teaches
kids to “Dance Like a Monster” on Friday and
Sunday. Fellow Nineties rocker Chris Ballew of
the Presidents of the United States of
America takes the stage on both Saturday and
Sunday, daylighting as Caspar Babypants.
Backed by local orchestra Mother Falcon,
Brooklyn-based Tim & the Space Cadets
quadruple in size for Friday’s collaborative
jamboree before scaling back for Saturday’s
encore performance. Sunday, the Q Brothers
(JQ and GQ) spit kid-friendly freestyles and have
been known to flip “ad-rap-tations” of classic
Shakespeare lines. Proving the stage is not only
for kids but also by kids, 13-year-old local Grace
London takes the stage on Friday followed by an
all-star cast of School of Rock graduates.
– Thomas Fawcett

2pM, aMd staGe
The Haim siblings went from five-year
perma-locals to festival circuit veterans
in a year. After a spring and summer
playing the usual suspects – Glastonbury,
Reading, Leeds, Lollapalooza, Bonnaroo
– the Southern California natives opened
for Rihanna in France, then headed their
own European tour. When I spoke with
Alana Haim, she still had 17 days to go
before the release of Haim’s debut LP,
Days Are Gone.
“I feel like every artist doesn’t want
their first album to come out. Or they do,
but it’s scary,” she says as the phone connection in London adds a one-second
delay. “You’re birthing a baby, then putting it on the Internet and waiting for
people to criticize it.”
The 21-year-old is considered the
baby, too. Alongside sisters Este, 27, and
Danielle, 24, the girls become an unstoppable waterfall of hair and Ninetiesinspired rock, like a guitar-slinging
Destiny’s Child that counts Tom Petty
keyboardist Benmont Tench among its
collaborators. Their Forever EP, full of
drum-heavy R&B-styled cuts, dropped
in February, just before their second
round of SXSW and the start of an
extended season of festivals.
“Festivals are like summer camp,”
Alana says. “You get to meet every band
you ever dreamed of and hang out with
them. But I’m ready to get back to headlining a tour and playing beautiful venues. My favorite types of shows are where
I’m close to the audience.”
The countdown for Days Are Gone
ended September 30. Now, Haim hits the

road through October, then moves back
to a supporting role for another European
tour with a group of Frenchies.
“It’s surreal,” she gushes. “Phoenix is a
band that I thought if we ever went on
tour with them I’d die. Now it’s actually
happening, and we just keep pinching
ourselves.”
– Abby Johnston

The Joy
Formidable
woLF’s Law
(atLantiC)

Reviving the massive
echoes of 2011 debut
full-length The Big Roar,
this Welsh trio’s second
LP won’t work if heard
at anything less than
the farthest notch right
on the volume knob.
That said, while Wolf’s
Law will undoubtedly
shame you off of Spotify, it lacks the full weight of its predecessor
thanks to obvious grabs for the epic. “This Ladder Is Ours” shitkicks out of the gate in an ecstatic ascent of full bass and unremitting guitar. They counter with “Cholla,” establishing the hook early,
but then let it wear thin through the song. Frontwoman Ritzy Bryan
remains an able lead, yet her vocals fall second to her swarming
guitar, brandished in six-minute saga “The Leopard and the Lung.”
Wolf’s Law swings as hard as The Big Roar, the difference being
the aim. Regardless, it’s a blast to blow out your speakers with.
(5pm, Bud Light stage)
★★★
– Abby Johnston
Grace London
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Alana’s considered the baby.
Alongside sisters Este, 27, and
Danielle, 24, the girls become
an unstoppable waterfall of
hair and Nineties-inspired
rock, like a guitar-slinging
Destiny’s Child.

Kings of Leon

MeChaniCaL BuLL (rCa)

Now rolling into their second
musical decade, the Followill
clan has perfected its brand
of Southern rock to the point
of hook-laden arena anthems.
Yet as 2010’s Come Around
Sundown demonstrated, they
also revel in unraveling radio
expectations even as they
exploit them. The Nashville
quartet’s sixth LP finds the
sweet spot. Unloaded at the outset, “Supersoaker” and the gutterswaggering “Rock City” roar against the raw rip of “Don’t Matter,”
melding the impulsive energy of Youth & Young Manhood with the
bombast of Aha Shake Heartbreak and commercial appeal of Only
By the Night. That’s when the U2 pull of “Beautiful War” calms the
tempest, then swells into the melodic coil of “Temple.” Despite gritty
boogie on “Family Tree” and the chiming “Last Mile Home” lapsing a
bit too playfully, “Tonight” howls with expectant ache. Mechanical Bull
kicks up a tightly controlled disc that still leaves enough roots unpolished. (8pm, Samsung Galaxy stage)
★★★★■
– Doug Freeman

Chameleon Cold Brew is now available at these grocers:
On your way to ACL this weekend? Get your cold brew fix near the
festival at Thoms Market 1418 Barton Springs Blvd,
Whole Foods Market 6th and Lamar, and Royal Blue Grocery Downtown.

HOW DO

YOU

1418 BARTON SPRINGS ROAD

ADD WATER, DAIRY, OR YOUR FAVORITE FLAVOR,
AND DRINK IT ANYTIME, ANYHOW, ANYWHERE.

COLOR YOUR

COFFEE?
We craft every ounce of Chameleon Cold-Brew for 16 hours using
only 100% organic, fair trade Arabica beans and filtered water.
Unique cold-brewing process results in a smooth, highly
caffeinated, less acidic coffee that can be enjoyed hot or over ice.

WWW.CHAMELEONCOLDBREW.COM
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acl musIc Fest SUNDAY
Dawes
Foxygen

noon, sA msu ng
gA L A X Y stAge

noaH & tHe wHale
2:30pm , Hon dA stAge

Though a consistent Top 10
seller in its native UK, Twickenham’s
Noah & the Whale has yet to garner
a sizable stateside audience. That
could change. New LP Heart of
Nowhere strikes a clever balance
between neo-folk sincerity and New
Wave accessibility. Charlie Fink’s
personalized tunesmithery touches
hearts young, old, and grizzled.
– Michael Toland

6pm , Z i L K e r t e n t stAge

Bandleader Sunny Jain can sound
downright professorial when holding
court on the Punjabi origins of Red
Baraat, but the Brooklyn-based
octet rumbles like a thundering herd
of Asian elephants – all percussion
and brass, no BS. With the Indian
dhol drum out front, Red Baraat
peddles the pulsating rhythms of
Indian wedding music with a touch
of New Orleans second line and
D.C. go-go.
– Thomas Fawcett

erIc cHurcH
6pm , sA msu ng
gA L A X Y stAge

North Carolina’s Eric Church
kicked up dust in Nashville almost
immediately with his 2006 debut
LP Sinners Like Me, but it was
2011’s Chief that put him on
top of the country charts. With
enough grit and rowdiness to
counter the contemporary country
radio polish, Church pushes
Nashville in the right direction
while still rousing arena crowds,
evidenced by his new live LP
Caught in the Act.
– Doug Freeman

2pm, samsung
galaxy stage

When California band
Dawes taped an episode of
Austin City Limits a few
weeks ago, singer Taylor
Goldsmith pulled one of the
gutsiest moves ever recorded for television. In the
middle of “When My Time
Comes,” he stopped singing
and turned the microphone
on the audience. The
response was a full-throated sing-along that was electrifying. According to
Goldsmith,
that’s
not
always the reaction.
“I can tell if a crowd is
going to want to engage on
that level,” Goldsmith writes via
email from Europe. “And if they
don’t, we just sing that chorus on
our own. The feeling of a large group
of people singing that section gives
me the same pleasure it did the first
time. The sense of communion and
joy that comes from it is a constant
reminder of why we do this.”
The youthful quartet gets hailed
for a sound that harks back to

sheLLey hiam

All hail psych-rock’s enfants
terrible. While Sam France and
Jonathan Rado generated much buzz
on the strength of January’s modestly
titled We Are the 21st Century
Ambassadors of Peace & Magic
(Jagjaguwar), the band’s shambolic
performances at SXSW left some
spectators cold. Here’s hoping the
mercurial France’s performancerelated broken leg, which he
sustained this summer after falling off
a stage, has healed in time for
redemption, ACL Fest-style.
– Melanie Haupt

red Baraat

Laurel Canyon in the Seventies,
with Joni Mitchell, Jackson Browne,
and Crosby, Stills & Nash, only
rebooted for a new century. After
the release of third LP Stories Don’t
End, they spent part of this year
opening for Bob Dylan. In the past
they’ve worked with Browne and
Robbie Robertson.
“The main thing we learned is
what it looks like to dedicate your
entire life to your craft. Not just sev-

The youthful quartet gets hailed for a sound that harks
back to Laurel Canyon in the Seventies, with Joni
Mitchell, Jackson Browne, and Crosby, Stills & Nash.

Typhoon
wHIte lIgHter
(roll call
records)

Imagine if Conor Oberst was raised in Arcade Fire’s
Suburbs and backed by Polyphonic Spree’s Fragile Army.
That’s a starting point for Portland, Ore.’s Typhoon, a
sprawling 12-piece indie-rock ensemble led by songwriter
Kyle Morton. To grasp the scope of the band’s third LP,
however, late HBO drama Six Feet Under actually makes a
better reference point. White Lighter is about living life in
the constant awareness of death, that desperate struggle
to hold on to fleeting moments and make sense of it all.
Morton suffered organ failure at a young age, receiving a
kidney from his father, and here unfolds his most autobiographical work, which chronicles his struggles through
visceral, detailed narratives about living past one’s potential expiration date. It’s a “backwards take on the Book of
Job,” he offers in “Prosthetic Love.” “His life was a wager
and mine’s a joke.” Morton finds strength in numbers, his
chaotic symphony adding weight to his emotive delivery,
and together, they’re heavy. (12:45pm, honda stage)
HHH
– Austin Powell

eral years or several albums, but a
lifetime. That’s one thing I always
think about when people say we
work hard. While I appreciate the
acknowledgment, we only have
three albums. Maybe I’ll agree once
we have 15.”
On tour since the album came out
in April, Goldsmith revels in being a
road warrior.
“The most living form of a song
happens onstage. So therefore we
get the richest experiences out of
these songs on tour, not making
records. Also, we’re proud workaholics. I can’t imagine what else we’d be
doing.”
– Jim Caligiuri

THE GOSPEL TRUTH
ZIlker tent stage

If you have a gap in your must-see schedule this
weekend, take a stroll to the gospel tent. With shade,
seating, and relatively small crowds early in the day,
it rarely disappoints. This year’s stable of praise
singers arrive headlined by the mighty Blind Boys
of alabama, who’ve been spreading the good word
since Franklin Roosevelt was in the White House. The
Blind Boys helped provide the soundtrack for the civil
rights movement with deep and haunting harmonies.
Only two founding members remain – Jimmy Carter
and Clarence Fountain, who tours with the group,
Blind Boys of Alabama
health permitting – but they exude more amazing
grace with each passing year. The legendary group
rich musical tradition of Kashmere High School. Austin shines
also plays a gospel brunch Saturday at Stubb’s.
on the Lord’s day with traditional tunes from local family the
Singing to the heavens on Friday is the clarion call of the
durdens and the rootsy gospel-blues of the stapletones,
massive hensley ensemble. Austin’s Warrior gospel
led by powerhouse vocalist Ange Kogutz. Nashville’s mcCrary
Band kicks off day two with righteous funk and fury followed
sisters promise to go All the Way with their blend of traditional
by the all-female family affair of Houston’s disciples of
gospel and upbeat R&B.
– Thomas Fawcett
Christ and endurance, another Bay City group rooted in the
s u n d ay C O N T I N U E D O N p. 2 8
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Raise Money to Advance LGBT Rights

DITCH
DISPOSABLE

The 2012 elections were historic for LGBT rights. The state of
Wisconsin elected our country’s ﬁrst openly gay senator, and
voters in four diﬀerent states went to the polls in support of
marriage equality!! While we celebrate our victories, there is
still a lot of work that needs to be done:

The 2012 CAMPAIGNJoin the movement to Ditch Disposable and save
approximately 18 bottles from the landfill in just
Starts Today, Apply Now!
30 days. Start today by picking up your bottle

• Same-sex marriage is still not permitted in 37 states.
are no federal protections
people in the
* Averagefor
PayLGBT
$11-$12/hr
• There
workplace, and it is still legal to be ﬁred because you are

at any Whole Earth store and refill from the

free Camelbak Filling stations at ACL.

* Full or Part Time
* 16-40 hrs/week
* Eves/Afternoons/Weekends
Telefund is hiring enthusiastic,
politically aware people to raise
money for organizations working
to Welcome
protect and advance LGBT
*Students
gay or lesbian in 29 states.

Whole Earth
Provision Co.
2410 San Antonio Street • 512-478-1577
1014 North Lamar • 512-476-1414
Westgate Shopping Center • 512-899-0992
WholeEarthProvision.com

rights such as the Human Rights Campaign and the ACLU.
Along with these, we alsoWe
raise
political
and non- causes
aremoney
raisingfor
money
for progressive
proﬁt organizations like Planned Parenthood, PBS,
like the
Democratic
Party, the American Civil
the Sierra Club
and
the ASPCA.

Liberties

Union,

Planned

eddy Stainless
Insulated

eddy
Insulated
Groove
Insulated

Parenthood

Now that the 2012 Elections are decided, it is critical we help
Federation of America to protect a woman’s
move the country forward. The next couple of years will be
right
to the
choose,
and have and
fought
to repeal
decisive for equality, health
care,
environment,
other
“Don’t
Ask,
Tell”
the Human
issues. Be a part of history!
This
is aDon’t
great job
for with
college
students, college grads, individuals
seeking
a
second
job,
and
Rights Campaign. New campaigns with other
retirees looking for part-time work. Come work with our fun,
great causes are starting every day!
passionate staﬀ in a comfortable calling center.

AND MAKE A DIFFERENCE!!

Do somthing you can be proud of.

To Apply Call 512-916-4001

shop the hippest part of town at rock bottom prices!
St. Vincent de Paul

Thrift Store

Flexible Scheduling, shifts are:
Our boutique department is stocked
with the trendiest high-end labels and
Mon. - Fri. 12:30PM - 4:30PM
a large selection of pearl snap shirts.
and 5:00pm - 9:00PM
Conveniently Located in Downtown
Austin,
close
to
most
bus
routes!
303-894-0456 | www.telefund.com
Saturday and Sunday
www.telefund.com
12:00PM - 6:00PM
1327 SOUTH CONGRESS ★ 512-442-5652
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Band of
Heathens

sunday
mornIng
record (BoH)

4pm, ZIlker tent stage

They’ve performed the occasional reunion show
over the decades, but when the True Believers got
together last year to play the memorial for South By
Southwest Creative Director Brent Grulke something
felt different.
“It’s really different,” explains Alejandro Escovedo,
perhaps the best-known member of the band. “Not only
are we way different people, but we’ve all grown up.
We’ve all had our own careers. We’ve gone out there and
slugged it out on the road.
“Coming back, we’ve all had more appreciation and
respect not only for the True Believers but for each
other. It’s made a big difference. I think that when we
play the way we played for Brent, it was the way we
used to play all the time.
“Somewhere along the way, we lost it. We got beat up
by the industry and the road. So to find it again, the joy
and fun – to be around each other in a real positive way
– is kind of major and we all took to it.”
Although they’ve had different lineups over the years,
this time it’s true to the original group with the guitar army

“Somewhere along the way, we lost it. We
got beat up by the industry and the road.
So to find it again, the joy and fun – to be
around each other in a real positive way –
is kind of major and we all took to it.”
– Alejandro Escovedo

Theresa dimenno

Band of
Heathens’ fourth
studio effort
shouts change!
Since releasing
last year’s 2-CD set The Double Down: Live From
Denver, there’s been a shuffle in personnel,
with the only remaining original members being
bandleaders Gordy Quist and Ed Jurdi, who are
now joined by a new drummer, Richard Millsap,
and Trevor Nealon on keys. The biggest strength
for this Austin gang was always songwriting, and
that remains commendable on Sunday Morning
Record, although as the title of this disc suggests, much of the raucous edges have been
sanded away. In fact, there’s a bit of Beatles
circa Rubber Soul that wasn’t present before,
with cool harmonies and easygoing guitars replacing the rough, blue-eyed funk of the band’s past.
An attempt at generating some of the old fire
via the generic “Shake the Foundation” wanders
limply, but the piano-driven blues of “Miss My
Life” recalls the New Orleans style they do best.
Band of Heathens: a group searching for another
direction. (12:20pm, austin Ventures stage)
HH
– Jim Caligiuri

True Believers

of Escovedo, his brother Javier and Jon Dee Graham up
front, and Denny DeGorio on bass with Scratch Acid’s Rey
Washam on drums.
They recently released Dedication, an indie EP with
recent live tracks and two new songs. Escovedo hopes for
more creativity in the not-too-distant future.
“One of the things that we haven’t had the chance to do,”
he says, “which we’re hoping for, is to sit in a room together
and write. That’s our next step. We’re going to get through
these gigs first and hopefully it’ll all go well. The last gig we
did in Houston, that was the best gig we’ve had in a long,
long time, if not ever.”
– Jim Caligiuri

WE CAN MAKE
THIS BIKE ROCK
IN 24 HOURS or less.
GET YOUR BEATER READY TO RULE ACL.
WE’LL FIX IT FAST AND SET YOU FREE!
WASH • LUBE • GEAR ADJUSTMENT
BRAKE CHECK • TIRE REPAIR • W.I.T.

u
h
it

Downtown!
400 NUECES • (512) 473-0222
WWW.MELLOWJOHNNYS.COM
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Divine Fits
4:30pm, Honda stage

Red River flipped on end last August when Spoon “The great thing
frontman Britt Daniel, who’d headlined festivals and
about having these
played venues as large as Madison Square Garden,
pulled into town and plugged into the soundboard two bands is that
at Beerland.
they’re different,”
Capped at 150, the show doubled as the smallest pub- says Spoon
lic (and Austin) crowd to assemble in Daniel’s presence
this millennium. And it wasn’t Spoon, either. Rather, frontman Britt
Daniel had joined with Wolf Parade’s Dan Boeckner, Daniel. “I’m mostly
New Bomb Turks drummer Sam Brown, and keyboard- playing a different
ist Alex Fischel in Divine Fits, and they played songs no
instrument in
one had heard. A Thing Called Divine Fits on Merge
each one, and in
Records didn’t see release until later that month.
“There are very few chances that I’ll get to do that one of them, I’m
again in my life, so I really enjoyed it – for every
not writing all the
moment that I could,” says Daniel of those first Fits
shows. “I feel like I learned a lot. I learned how easy it words and singing
can be to be in a band, and how much fun it is to lean all the songs.”
on people.”
Thirteen months later, the sometimes Austinite says the experience helped ready
him for another run with Spoon. The local heroes return for an eighth studio album this
fall, then head out on tour. After that, he’ll reconvene with the Fits for another album.
“The great thing about having these two bands is that they’re different,” he says.
“I’m mostly playing a different instrument in each one, and in one of them, I’m not
writing all the words and singing all the songs. I like both. I like being able to go back
and forth between the two.
“I’ve done it one way for so long. I’m just looking for a new experience.”
– Chase Hoffberger

pHospHorescent

tame Impala

The nom de plume for Brooklyn’s
Matthew Houck, Phosphorescent’s
latest, Muchacho, has been hailed
as his masterpiece. Mixing dusty
alt.country with unbridled
ambience and his strongest
songwriting, Houck paints a world
that’s weary and gray yet searching
for a vague sort of redemption.
– Jim Caligiuri

Australia’s own Flaming Lips,
Perth’s Tame Impala scored an altrock radio hit this year with
“Elephant,” a synthtastic take on T.
Rexian sex grooves off breakthrough
second album Lonerism. Leader
Kevin Parker’s modern take on
psychedelia gives way to traditional
trippiness in concert, so expect oldfashioned acid rock jamming
alongside Pitchfork-friendly pop
tunes.
– Michael Toland

6:15pm , Aust i n
V e n t u r e s stAge

6:30pm , Hon dA stAge
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MS MR secondHand rapture (columBIa)

gary miLLer

Lizzy Plapinger and Max Hershenow did what countless
Brooklynites have done: They started a Tumblr. They steadily
released what would eventually become debut Secondhand
Rapture without revealing their identity. Now that the secret
and their full-length is out, Ms Mr may not have the occultlike mystique they initially created, but they’ve hatched a
decent bedroom synth-pop collection. “Hurricane” sets the
hazy, foreboding tone of Secondhand Rapture, lightened by
Plapinger’s bouncing vocals and furthered in “Dark Doo Wop” and “Bones,” both delivering pop noir licks. The problem arises when the twosome ventures off this safe pattern. Glaringly, “Head Is Not My Home” tilts far too Florence + the Machine grandiose.
Ms Mr shows off good ideas, but they’ll need to focus a little less on digital presentation and more on songwriting. (1:30pm, amd stage)
HH
– Abby Johnston

The Lone Bellow (descendant)

This Brooklyn trio traffics in polished acoustic country,
but not the glitzy, corporate Nashville kind. The self-titled
debut from Zach Williams (guitar/vox), Kanene Donehey
Pipkin (mandolin/vox), and Brian Elmquist (guitar/vox)
explores the tensions inherent to love and its unpredictable
swings from high to low, sublime to greasy. The rousing
“Tree to Grow,” in which Williams declares, “My love is older
than my soul,” contains a musical climax evoking a mighty
oak stretching toward the sun, yet this is closely followed by “You Never Need Nobody,”
in which he laments, “I try to get your affection/but all I ever do is wrong,” leading to
a bit of tonal whiplash. “Teach Me to Know” features an exhortation one might hear in
contemporary Christian music, but it’s delivered within the context of earthly love. “The
One You Should’ve Let Go” is fit for a darkly lit bar, the air thick with smoke and regret.
The Lone Bellow, fresh and authentic. (3:45pm, austin Ventures stage)
HHH
– Melanie Haupt

The National

5:30pm, amd stage
At their 2010 taping for the Austin City Limits television show, the National subverted the dramatic, melancholy pall of their music with a determinedly joking and
irreverent set. It revealed not only a keen self-awareness of their reputation and
ethos, but also how the Brooklyn quintet has successfully matured within the expectations of their brooding ballads.
“Didn’t I fall off a chair at that show?” recalls
“I have fun onstage
frontman Matt Berninger, correctly. “I do rememevery
time. It doesn’t
ber enjoying that. I have fun onstage every time.
always
really look like
It doesn’t always really look like I’m having fun,
because I go into a weird head-space, drink a lot I’m having fun, because
of wine, and get inside the songs. Usually it looks
I go into a weird headlike I’m a violent psychotic gorilla.
space, drink a lot of
“As a writer, I’m relatively self-aware of my
wine, and get inside
tendencies both personally and as a writer, so I
sometimes make fun of myself and some of the
the songs. Usually it
melodrama, but while embracing it.”
looks
like I’m a violent
Likewise, the National’s sixth LP, Trouble Will
psychotic gorilla.”
Find Me, strikes throughout with a levity that
undercuts the band’s heavy angst without dis– Matt Berninger
solving it, confronting a mortality where before
the band’s drama was woven between lonely streets and last calls. Berninger also
acknowledges the influence of fatherhood, and his renewed relationship with his
younger brother, Tom, whose new tour documentary of the band, Mistaken for
Strangers, has garnered festival acclaim for its poignant and personal family portrait.
“No one in the band, including me, expected there to be such a good movie out of
this whole process,” offers Berninger of the film. “It’s not really a profile of a band on
tour at all. It’s a story about people and brothers and family, and how tricky that can
be, but how essential our ties to each other are. It’s a beautiful movie, and I’m so
proud of him for what he did.”
– Doug Freeman

Franz Ferdinand

rIgHt tHougHts, rIgHt words, rIgHt actIon
(domIno)

“We will soon be rotten,” sings Alex Kapranos in a telling
lyric from “Fresh Strawberries,” the fifth track into Franz
Ferdinand’s fourth LP. “We will all be forgotten/half remembered rumors of the old.” Nine years back, this Scottish
quartet was bright and young and rightly celebrated for
having turned the early Eighties art-clang of Gang of Four
into pop hits on brilliant tunes like “Take Me Out.” Right Thoughts took three years, and
“Bullet” and “Love Illumination” display all the angular guitars, mannered vocals, and
European funk rhythms that hallmark Franz Ferdinand. Right Thoughts sounds good. Yet
the satisfaction appears sonic alone: Not a song sticks. It’s sheer style that carries
this disc, albeit one that sounds great. (4pm, samsung galaxy stage)
HH
– Tim Stegall

SUNDAY LOCAL LIMITS

Peterson Brothers

BY K E V I N C U R TI N

Todd V. WoLFson
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aaron Behrens & the midnight stroll (11:15am, Honda stage)
The new rock & roll project from Ghostland Observatory’s bombastic frontman.
Band of heathens (12:20pm, Austin Ventures stage)
And then there were two in for this electric Americana staple: Gordy Quist and Ed Jurdi.
Peterson Brothers Band (4pm, BMI stage)
Kinfolk chemistry reigns in the heavy blues of this Bastrop teen trio. Gary Clark Jr., look out!
divine Fits (4:30pm, Honda stage)
Spoon frontman Britt Daniel and Wolf Parade singer Dan Boeckner synthesized into a potent indie mixture
of Eighties pop and classic rock.
White denim (5pm, Austin Ventures stage)
Crunchy, soulful rock with traces of garage, R&B, and even pop in their epic live rave-ups.
shinyribs (6pm, BMI stage)
The wandering solo project of the Gourds’ syrup-voiced songwriter Kevin Russell.
s u n d ay C O N T I N U E D O N p. 3 2

VINYL/CD/DVD
buY aND traDe
New aND uSeD

512477-8503

WHETSTONEAUDIO.COM
2401 EAST
SIXTH #1001

Rega Brio-R
INTEGRATED AMP

2209 South First Street
4 6 2 - 6 0 0 8 • e n d o f a n e a r. c o m

50 WATTS, MM PHONO PRE-AMP ON BOARD,
REMOTE CONTROL. MADE IN ENGLAND. $895!!

That’s right.

We’ll pay you to do that.
Seeking college-educated students
and professionals ages 18-39
for sperm donations helping
infertile couples in need.

Average visit
earns $100.
www.beaspermdonor.com
Visit our website and start
the screening process now!
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Toro y Moi

JC Brooks & the
Uptown Sound

anytHIng In return (carpark)

Howl (BloodsHot)

CWAREHOuSE
heatham Street

Austin’s far-out honky tonk in San Marcos
www.cheathamstreet.com

th
fr

sa
su
mo
tu
we

mike&themoonpies

good girls w/
bad intentions
halleyanna
dougmoreland band

tessy lou & shotgun stars

johnnychops&the razors
canvas people

bluewaterhighway
adamjohnson

kent Finlay’ssongwriters’ circle

musical launch pad For

119 CHEATHAM ST., SAN MARCOS 512-353-3777
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george strait, charlie seXton,
monte montgomery, terri hendriX,
will seXton, todd snider,
stevie ray vaughan & double trouble,
randy rogers, and many, many more
coming
soon
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OCT 10
OCT 11
OCT 17

Help End
Sexual & Domestic Violence
in Our Community

Donate Your
Vehicle Today!
FREE Towing!!
Cars, Trucks, Boats, SUVs
& Motorcycles Accepted
www.SafePlace.org/Vehicles
or call 512.356.1577

WHiSkEy MyERS
CROOkS
dAMN quAilS
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gary miLLer

Howl, the third album from Chicago’s JC
Brooks, is a deliberate departure from the
throwback R&B of previous efforts, a raw,
heart-on-the-sleeve breakup album every bit
as indie rock and punk as it is soul, which
turns out to be as much a detriment as the
album’s strength. “Not Alone” best embodies
the band’s self-described “post-punk soul,”
but the song lacks musical conviction and
ends up out of place sandwiched between the
disco-funk rollerskating jam “Before You Die”
and stripped down Memphis soul of “River,”
a Stax-style ballad with obvious shades of
Otis Redding. Rocking an Afro-pompadour,
Brooks is a former stage actor with a flair for
the dramatic. No surprise, then, that several
ballads (“Ordinary,” “Cold”) seem well-suited
for a Rocky Horror-style musical. Howl weaves
a compelling narrative, but it’d be more
interesting if Brooks embodied the title and
channeled his inner Screamin’ Jay Hawkins.
(4:30pm, Zilker Tent stage)
HHHn
– Thomas Fawcett

Three albums in, Chaz Bundick’s solo
project Toro y Moi has leapfrogged blissy,
computer-fog peers, and now sounds less
and less like a hypothetical band. January’s
Anything in Return feeds an audio dopamine
drip – synchronized, compartmentalized,
and gorgeously sequenced chilled-out funk.
Lead single “Say That” drops roots in early
techno, bouncing around pillowed drums
and an elastic vocal sample, while “Cola”
might be the first electro slow jam worth
our attention. There’s some whiff of discord
here, strained relationships in our current
tour-heavy economic environment, but that’s
only there if you want it. “Grown Up Calls”
dials up a clown-honk synth too irresistible
for extended rumination. The one problem?
Bundick doesn’t have a great voice. A oneman vehicle such as Toro y Moi won’t fix that
issue any time soon, so it might be time for
some extra help. (5pm, Bud Light stage)
HHHn
– Luke Winkie

Shinyribs

6pm, BmI stage

Nothing screams “Austin” more than migas with Kevin Russell at Cisco’s. Best
known as co-frontman of iconic Austin jokesters the Gourds, Russell blends right
in at the Liars’ Club table in the legendary Austin Tex-Mex breakfast joint, sitting
beneath a sign that reads “Seat of Worship” while serious men in old photographs
look on.
Instead of gabbing about the Gourds, Russell’s reflecting on solo project
Shinyribs, which has been a going concern for enough years now to legitimize it.
Second LP Gulf Coast Museum came out in April and, much like the bearded, jocular man himself, spins a keen sense of place.
“I definitely try to reflect the region I live in,” he says. “I think the musical influences are inescapable as well. When I first started playing Shinyribs shows, a
bunch of music writers and music historians would come out to my Houston gigs
and ask me, ‘Did you grow up listening to swamp pop? Where did you hear this?’
“I didn’t know what they were talking about. They recognized something in
Shinyribs that was a regional sound or a regional feel.”
Traversing the geographical space from “Floribama” to New Orleans, Houston,
and Marfa, Gulf Coast Museum opens up a musicological archive of influences
from its singer’s Church of Christ upbringing in Beaumont. From South Texas
waltz “Somebody Else” to “Song of Lime Juice and Despair,” which finds the
bandleader channeling Dr. John minus the voodoo, Russell cooks up a definitively Southern stew.
And because Shinyribs, whose players include Gourds drummer Keith Langford,
bassist Jeff Brown, and pianist Winfield Cheek, is decidedly not the Gourds, festivalgoers shouldn’t expect to hear “Gin and Juice” or anything else from that
band’s catalog, only material germane to Shinyribs.
“It’s all me, ‘spotlight on Kevin Russell now,’” he exclaims with a belly laugh and
one last slug of coffee.
– Melanie Haupt

Best known as co-frontman of iconic Austin jokesters the
Gourds, Russell blends right in at the Liars’ Club table in the
legendary Austin Tex-Mex breakfast joint Cisco’s, sitting
beneath a sign that reads “Seat of Worship.”
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Tickets & Information ≥ acl-live.com ≥ ACL Live Box Office ≥ 877 4FLY TIX
Box Office ≥ 310 Willie Nelson Blvd, Austin TX 78701 ≥ Mon-Fri, 10-3pm

w/ BEN MILLER BAND
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w/ GRAMPS MORGAN

w/ WHAT MADE
MILWAUKEE FAMOUS
& HOLIDAY MOUNTAIN

!

FRI
OCT 4

WILD CHILD

ALBUM RELEASE PARTY FOR "THE RUNAROUND"

SAT
OCT 19

OCT 24

FRI·SAT
FEB 25·26

ZIEGENBOCK PRESENTS

5TH ANNUAL
ZOMBIE BALL ft.
BLACK JOE LEWIS
w/ CAPTAIN CLEGG
& THE NIGHT
CREATURES

OCT 31

CELEBRATE DIA DE LOS MUERTOS w/

DEVOTCHKA
SAT
NOV 2

w/ GIRL IN A COMA

FRI
NOV 8

THE OFFICIAL INFINITI RED BULL RACING AFTER PARTY FT:

NOV 12

NOV 17

NOV 21

THANKSGIVING
Randy Rogers BRAUNft.FAMILY
RECKLESS KELLY
Band

LIMITED TICKETS AVAILABLE

w/ WILLIAM
CLARK GREEN

NOV 27

ALTON
BROWN LIVE!
THE EDIBLE INEVITABLE TOUR

w/ MUZZIE BRAUN
& MICKY AND
THE MOTORCARS

FRI
NOV 29

DEC 1

LIMITED TICKETS AVAILABLE
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!

TRANSMISSION EVENTS & ACL LIVE PRESENT:

w/ COLT FORD
& DALLAS SMITH

JAN 29
/

@

# ACLLIVE

NEUTRAL
MILK HOTEL

FEB 17·18

MAR 20

All dates, acts, ticket prices subject to change w/o notice. All tickets subject to applicable service charges.
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Lionel Richie
8:30pm, samsung galaxy stage

gary miLLer

Lionel richie (l) joins Kenny rogers as a surprise guest during
the 2012 Bonnaroo music and arts Festival.

“When I finally got with
the Commodores, I realized
I was a songwriter. I did
not have a clue until I got
around other Motown
artists and realized that
they did not study music.
They were guys who
played by ear and wrote
some of the greatest songs
in the world.”

Born in 1949, Lionel Richie grew up in
Tuskegee, Ala., at the height of racial tension in
the Deep South.
“It was the best of the best of the best,” replies
the voice that launched a long string of millionsellers, a surprising answer even from the perpetually sunny pop star.
The velvet-voiced 64-year-old lived on the campus of the Tuskegee Institute, a bubble of black
intellectual and military life.
“I grew up in the rural South, but I grew up on
a college campus so there was nothing rural
about it at all,” he recalls from his California
home. “If I wanted to experience the rural South
it was exactly 15 minutes in any direction outside
the city limits of Tuskegee.”
That bubble was bursting with an astonishing
array of music, which Richie pays homage to on
his latest album, Tuskegee, a duet-filled country
crossover of his greatest hits.
“In my world growing up on campus, we were
surrounded by gospel music because of the
choir. R&B music was the music they played on
the college campus. My grandmother was a classical piano instructor, and country music was on
the radio. It was a melting pot of all this music,
and that influenced me as to what my musical
background was going to be about. When I finally got with the Commodores, I realized I was a
songwriter. I did not have a clue until I got
around other Motown artists and realized that
they did not study music. They were guys who
played by ear and wrote some of the greatest
songs in the world.”
Richie, of course, has written some pretty good
songs of his own, enough hits to keep fans
“Dancing on the Ceiling” “All Night Long.”
Still, a certain subset of ACL-goers know him
as Nicole Richie’s dad.
“The joke is I’m bringing Nicole with me just
to validate the whole thing.” – Thomas Fawcett
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Neko Case

the Worse thinGs Get, the harder i FiGht, the
harder i FiGht, the More i love You (anti)

Not that long ago, Neko Case was hypercritical of her
songwriting. On The Worse Things Get ..., it’s obvious she’s
moved beyond that into a place of her own, where comparison
to other songwriters proves fruitless. It’s the first album in
four years for the red-headed chanteuse, an interim wherein
she lost both parents and a grandparent, then sunk into
depression. Some of the songs are an attempt to break free
of those demons, and she succeeds grandly with an eye for
art rock and a poet’s pen. There’s also her feminist streak,
proving indomitable strength and subtle prose can stand side by side. It’s great to hear powerpop influence from her all-star New Pornographers as well, especially on tunes like the gendershifted “Man” and in the swarming horns of “Bracing for Sunday.” Challenging, enigmatic, and
melodic don’t always go together, but coupled with Case’s sleek vocals, they make The Worse
Things Get ... a marvel. (7:30pm, Austin Ventures stage)
HHHH
– Jim Caligiuri
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“1901” was released as a single on Feb. 23, 2009. On
Dec. 19, it entered the Billboard Hot 100 at a modest No. 90.
It’s been a slow climb, but nothing halts Phoenix. The French
quartet’s fifth album, Bankrupt! will inevitably be judged in
the shadow of Wolfgang Amadeus Phoenix’s underdog glory,
and if nothing else, it’s a very professional follow-up. Guitars
are ultraviolet, synths are set to buzzsaw, and everything’s
freshly doused with blood. The sputtering, Pandora’s box blast
of “Entertainment” might be the single most expensive thing
this band has ever recorded, and the watery, punch-drunk
“Chloroform” and Tangerine Dream-citing title track also thrill.
Does anything come close to the prize-winning likes of “1901” or “Lisztomania”? No, and that
can’t help but feel a little disappointing. (7pm, Bud Light stage)
HHHn
– Luke Winkie
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Shuggie Otis

inspiration inForMation/WinGs oF love
(epic/leGacY)

Best known for writing “Strawberry Letter 23,” a hit for the
Brothers Johnson in 1977, the reclusive Shuggie Otis surprised
everyone with this 2-CD set: his final studio album, 1974’s
Inspiration Information expanded with four bonus tracks, plus
Wings of Love, a planned follow-up featuring 14 tracks recorded between 1975 and 2000. Inspiration Information has been
reissued before, and fans of blues great Johnny Otis’ guitarist
son might be familiar with its trippy brand of psychedelic rock
and soul, sampled by OutKast, Beyonce, Digable Planets,
and others. Wings of Love’s first new music from Otis since the Seventies offers a time capsule
of sound rivaling anything Prince has come up with at his most eccentric. The title track is an
interstellar guitar epic, while “Fireball of Love” conjures Stevie Wonder backed by Jeff Beck. Aural
adventurers, the mothership has landed. (7:30pm, Zilker Tent stage)
HHHH
– Jim Caligiuri

Atoms for Peace aMok (Xl)

Thom Yorke broke from Radiohead for 2006’s The Eraser,
a haunting solo album of fractured beats, glitchy ballads,
and unsettling paranoia. Named after a Dwight Eisenhower
speech, Atoms for Peace – Red Hot Chili Peppers bassist
Flea, studio drummer Joey Waronker, Brazilian percussionist
Mauro Refosco, and Radiohead producer Nigel Godrich –
began as Yorke’s backing band for the subsequent 2009 tour.
The group’s long-awaited debut adds some lifeblood to The
Eraser’s digital pulse, Amok sounding like an album that was
recorded, deconstructed, and pieced back together, then processed and remixed. The results are an immersive, late-night
listen built around Yorke’s crystalline croon. With washboard guitar, keyboard stabs, and knuckled grooves, opener “Before Your Very Eyes...” and “Stuck Together Pieces” channel Confusion/
Expensive Shit-era Fela Kuti, while “Dropped” rushes like Krautrock at 45rpm. While not as
inscrutable as Yorke’s finest work, Amok brings him one step closer to blurring that distinction
between man and machine. (7:40pm, AMD stage)
HHH
– Austin Powell
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Feeding the Beast

ACL food vendors talk strategy for the two-weekend challenge
As we gear up for ACL, my thoughts are with the food
vendors who will endure exhaustingly long work days not
one weekend, but two in a row. Despite searing temperatures or pouring rain, unexpected equipment malfunctions,
even last-minute trips to San Antonio to find fryers, these
folks do whatever it takes to keep us fed. Longtime attendees will notice the absence of Terry Wilson’s steak and
frites sandwiches and Luke Bibby’s gourmet steamed buns
and ice-cold watermelon slices. But many favorites are
returning, including the Salt Lick, Stubb’s, the Mighty
Cone, and the Best Wurst. “It’s going to be a challenge, and
I can only hope that two weeks means double the sales,”
says Best Wurst owner Jon Notarthomas of this year’s gig.
“All I can think is that one week nearly kills everyone, even
though we’ve got our system nailed thanks to our capable,
veteran staff. We still do well, but now with a farmers’ market and all its new options, it’s a very tough game.”
Indeed, the HOPE Farmers Market area is here to stay,
and vendors like Lamba’s Royal Indian Foods and HOPE
Coffee House are taking full advantage of the free booth
space. “It is great for the concertgoers,” adds Notarthomas.
“but it makes it much tougher for those purchasing vendor
spaces.” Regardless, he remains optimistic. “I will say that
it’ll be easier now that we are in October. Chance of cooler
weather is a better forecast for sales and energy conservation. And of course, a hot sausage sandwich is best when
the weather is cool.”

Chef David Bull is bringing back Second Bar + Kitchen’s
Vietnamese báhn mì, winner of last year’s people’s choice
award. “It was an incredible experience – we made a lot of
new friends and felt like we successfully navigated the
beast,” says Bull. “We sold roughly 14,000 items. It turned
out to be the most challenging thing we have ever done.”
This year, Chef Bull and crew are preparing to sell between
20,000 and 23,000 servings of báhn mì sandwiches and
truffled pomme frites. “It’s much more challenging because
it’s not just one and done. There are timing issues, storage
issues, sanitary issues, et cetera. Luckily, we’ve partnered
with the Escoffier School of Culinary Arts again to help
prepare the food with me and my team. The students help
maintain timing and scheduling, basically making sure
everything gets done. We prep together for six days straight
to produce more than 6,000 pounds of protein and other
items. We have a refrigerated truck on-site at the school for
storage and transport. Without their support this wouldn’t
be possible. We are also excited to partner with the UT
Nutrition Institute, to give their students an opportunity to
see what a catering gig at this magnitude requires.”
With all the changes going on at La Condesa, we were
curious to know how this newcomer is preparing for the
huge endeavor. Owner Jesse Herman says they’re “bulking
up staff, making lots of spreadsheets, ordering equipment,
and preparing to be covered in cheese for two weeks. … We
are planning on serving somewhere in the neighborhood of

john anderson

By C l au d i a a l a r C ó n

50,000 pieces of Mexican street corn.” Alexis Lanman, director of marketing and events, elaborates via email: “We are
bringing out the B.A.G.s (big ass grills), refrigeration, hot
boxes, ovens, et cetera. We are trying to invent a mayonnaise spray gun, but we’re not sure we’ll have that ready for
this year. But the equipment is only the building blocks;
our support team makes it happen. The guys who haul the
trash, break down boxes, resupply fresh ice – they are the
real heroes of the operation.” Other newcomers this year
include Frank, Hat Creek Burgers, Southside Flying
Pizza, Mmmpanadas, and the Peached Tortilla.
Aside from a must-have hot dog from Frank, food items
already on my to-do list are the Seedling Truck’s roasted
goat tostada with pickled red onions, sour cream, and cilantro; Italian pork roast sandwich from Noble Sandwiches;
and the Peached Tortilla’s Thai summer beef salad. And, of
course, it wouldn’t be ACL without some New York-style
buttered-salt potatoes from the Best Wurst.
n

507

Pressler

street

436-8226
tacos-and-tequila.com catering@tacos-and-tequila.com
Whether you’re planning a big celebration or a small get-together,
let TNT bring the flavors of the Southwest and seamless professional
service to your holiday event.

Holiday Menus • CoCktail Parties & Bar PaCkages • Party Planning & rentals
audio/Video CaPaBilities • late nigHt or early Morning eVents
Contact us to set up a tasting, plan your menu, or get a quote.
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*FREE Valet Parking*

RESTAURANT & BAR
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BRUNCH
BUFFET
$18
(mimosa included)

20-plus Mexican specialty dishes! Sun, 10:30am-2pm

HAPPY HOUR

$4 drink specials • 1/2 off appetizers
Sun, 4-9pm; Mon, 5pm-close; Tues-Thurs, 5-7pm

TACO
TUESDAY
$2 tacos • $2 beer

Veggie Heaven
HEALTHY
VEGETARIAN
CUISINE
WITH A
DELICIOUS
ORIENTAL
FLAVOR

WE SERVE
BUBBLE TEA

FREE

(512)457-1013 bubble tea

Mon-Fri 11-8:45pm
Sat-Sun 12-8:45pm
Parking Available

with the purchase of one t-shirt
($5 plus tax) Exp 10/31/13

1914-A Guadalupe • veggieheavenaustin.com

Every Tuesday! 5pm-close

360 Nueces Street on 3rd Street | garridosaustin.com
facebook.com/GarridosAustin | 512.320.8226

We Love Austin

A city filled with thinkers, doers, great music
and honest folks who love their freedom and
understand how important it is to keep it real.

America’s Best Salads®

Enjoy The World’s Greatest Burrito
Together we make it. Only with the good stuff.

• fresh salads • wraps •
soups • paninis • rolls •
sandwiches • fresh salads
• wraps • soups • paninis
Mention
Mention this
this ad
ad for
for
$2
ANY
ENTREE
$2 OFF
OFF
ANY
ENTREE
expires 10/18/13

AUSTIN CITY LIMITS - AUSTIN EATS
CONCORDIA ∙ SOUTH CONGRESS ∙ HANCOCK CENTER
BRODIE OAKS ∙ AUSTIN COMMONS ∙ TECH RIDGE ∙ ROUND ROCK
ORDER ONLINE FREEBIRDS.COM

www.saladworks.com
2525 W. Anderson Lane @ Burnet Road

© 2013 Tavistock FREEBIRDS, LLC. FREEBIRDS World Burrito logo and related marks are trademarks or
registered marks of Tavistock FREEBIRDS, LLC. All rights reserved. 130102

512-323-0355
Saladworks Austin, locally owned & operated
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2) BaBy aCapulCo south Great
enchiladas and multiflavored margaritas that should come with warning
stickers: “Muy bueno!” 1628 Barton
Springs Rd.
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1) Chuy’s With hubcaps, colored
lights, and a velvet Elvis, this is
Austin-style Tex-Mex at its tacky,
HETH
MARY
funky
always
E R best. It’s almost
busy, but the chips and creamy
queso are worth the wait.
1728 Barton Springs Rd.
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3) JuiCelaND This friendly and popular juice bar near Barton Springs
offers fresh juices, smoothies, froths,
and nondairy ice cream. You’ll feel
better on the way out than you did
going in. 1625 Barton Springs Rd.

ROAD

4) shaDy Grove Take advantage of the
beautiful outdoor seating area and hot
dogs all year round in a family-friendly
setting. We’re partial to the green-chile
cheeseburgers with mountains of
onion rings. 1624 Barton Springs Rd.

MANCHACA

BRUNCH
SERVED SATURDAYS & SUNDAYS

Featuring $3 MIMOSAS!
7101 HWY. 71 • OAK HILL • 288.3800

VeronAustin.com
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5) austiN Java Cafe & Bar
Beyond the morning cup o’ joe,
Austin Java offers an array of sustenance plus luscious desserts.
1608 Barton Springs Rd.
6) flipNotiCs Coffee Enjoy baked
goods, sandwiches, and friendly service on the terraced decks out back
– a 2009 “Best of Austin” Critics
Pick for Best Outdoor Seating.
1601 Barton Springs Rd.
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7) uNCle Billy’s Brew & Que The
barbecue sauce is outstanding on
their tender sausage and ribs. After
a day at Zilker Park, enjoy great service and cold house-brewed beers
on tap. 1530 Barton Springs Rd.
8) GreeN MesQuite BarBeQue
One of Austin’s favorite barbecue
dives – it may look seedy, but the
menu is extensive and the food is
terrific. 1400 Barton Springs Rd.
9) p. terry’s BurGer staND
Burgers fashioned from hormoneand antibiotic-free Black Angus beef,
Buddy’s natural chicken, fresh-cut
fries, and milkshakes. Sit at a picnic
table on the patio. Dogs get a free
biscuit. 404 S. Lamar.
10) flour aND viNe This new place
has garnered fans of the Texas flatiron steak and crawfish mac and
cheese. 300 S. Lamar.
11) Coffee BeaN & tea leaf Enjoy
sandwiches, pastries, and free wi-fi
at this Zilker-area coffeehouse.
221 S. Lamar.
12) paGGi house The motto here is;
“Nothing you expect, everything you
want.” An eclectic interpretation of
American regional cuisine in a
sophisticated, revamped setting
makes this old favorite a Downtown
destination. 200 Lee Barton.
13) el alMa Cafe y CaNtiNa Chef
Alma Alcocer-Thomas’ take on casual

Mexico City cuisine is approachable,
affordable, and delicious. Brunch
includes Huevos Franceses, made with
eggs and spinach resting on corn pudding; or her version of migas, Huevos
Revueltos. Throw down a Mimosa Feliz
and don’t miss the cochinita pibil or
the gorgeous views from the upstairs
patio. 1025 Barton Springs Rd.

14) saNDy’s haMBurGers Some
say the corn dogs and fries are the
tastiest in South Austin, and others
say the burgers are the best buy in
town. We’re mostly interested in the
frozen custard, malts, and soft-serve.
603 Barton Springs Rd.
15) threaDGill’s worlD hQ is just
a shout away from the former
Armadillo World Headquarters. The
menu is packed with solid homecooking options, and there’s a brunch
buffet on Sundays. 301 W. Riverside.
16) Zax restauraNt & Bar
American bistro cuisine here: fluffy
crab cakes, classic Caesar salads,
and meaty burgers with bleu cheese.
Try the make-your-own Bloody Mary
at brunch. Then, if you can still read
the menu, go for the steak au poivre
or pan-seared duck breast.
312 Barton Springs Rd.
17) aussie’s Grill & BeaChBar
In addition to great appetizers and
pub fare, Aussie’s offers big-screen
TVs and beach volleyball courts out
back. 306 Barton Springs Rd.

Barton SpringS pool info
Beastly heat? Torrential rain? Or, dare we tempt
fate, nothing but blue skies? You never know what
kind of weather will greet ACL Fest, but this much is
a given: In any and every kind of weather, Barton
Springs is a good place to be. Fed by underground
springs and chillin’ at a constant 70 degrees, it’s a
spot of serenity that’s functional, too. Admit it. You’re
starting to smell kinda funky. Go take a bath in our
city’s restorative waters. The music will still be there
when you get back.
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19) uChi The sushi ranges from fresh
scallops, tuna, and seafood to negitoro rolls, seaweed, and chicken salad,
and all are highly rated. Reservations
recommended. 801 S. Lamar.
20) Barlata tapas Bar You’ll find
lots and lots of innovative small
plates, as well as overflowing paella
pans at this popular South Lamar
newcomer. 1500 S. Lamar.
21) saZóN With a grade of A for the
chile relleno, you should feel adventurous for the rest of the menu. For
fans of dishes made with the corn
fungus huitlacoche, this place is a
must. 1816 S. Lamar.

Find more great places to eat,
even farther away from ACL Fest,
at austinchronicle.com/restaurantguide.
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18) southwest Bistro Located on
the second level of the Hyatt
Regency’s atrium, this place draws
raves. Maybe it’s SWB’s commitment
to local produce and meats that
makes it a local favorite. 208 Barton
Springs Rd.

22) austiN’s piZZa This local upstart
takes aim at the big delivery chains by
offering pizzas – with gourmet ingredients and good crust – for practically a
steal. 1817 S. Lamar.
23) el MesóN teQuileria Casual
lunches, dinners, and Sunday brunches feature traditional, regional Mexican
dishes, with some of the best salsas
around as well as an extensive tequila
selection. 2038 S. Lamar.
23) Barley swiNe This nationally
aclaimed gastropub offers small
plates of skillfully prepared seasonal
and local foods. 2024 S. Lamar.
23) heNri’s By day, this cheese shop has
some serious food mojo bubbling forth.
Culinary Institute graduate Andy Means
has flair, which is obvious from the spoton wine and cheese/charcuterie pairings, and from the originals emerging
from the kitchen. 2026 S. Lamar.
23) liCk Lavender, Salted Caramel, and
Caramelized Carrots and Tarragon are
just a few flavors at this all-organic, allTexas ice cream parlor. 2032 S. Lamar.
24) opa! A canopy of trees protects this
dog-friendly open space. Play bocce
ball, table tennis, or just relax and
enjoy Greek treats such as spinach pie
and moussaka. 2050 S. Lamar.
25) olivia Excellent American regional
cuisine based on what’s fresh from
local farmers and ranchers, paired
with a full bar. For dessert, try the
duck egg crème brûlée with huckleberry. 2043 S. Lamar.

Barton Springs Pool,
2201 Barton Springs Rd.
Hours: 5am-10pm; closed for cleaning on
Thursdays, 9am-7pm
Admission: $3, resident adults;
$4, non-residents; $2, resident juniors ages
12-17; $3, non-residents;
$1, resident kids 11 and under and seniors
over 62; $2, non-residents
Free admission for everyone,
5-8am & 9-10pm
Call the Barton Springs hotline at 512/867-3080
for information on pool closures due to rain.
No food, drinks, or smoking allowed.

Look what Curra’s exclusive
Avocado Margarita
can do for you!
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HALFPRICE!!!

La Hipster traiLa

by Curra’s Grill
located at 1200 East 6th St., 78702
Midtown

South
451-2560
444-0012
Midtown
South
Señor
Buddy’s
South Austin
451-2560
444-0012
6801512.288.0431
Burnet
614
Oltorf
444.0012
8600 Hwy.
290 W.
614
E.Oltorf
Oltorf TEXAS • WWW.CURRASGRILL.COM
6801
Burnet
614
AUSTIN,
AUSTIN, TEXAS • WWW.CURRASGRILL.COM

iutto Pizza
Large Portabello & Prosc
cessary)
(no coupon ne
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o mushrooms,
a multi-grain sourdough crust topped with portabellomato pesto
prosciutto, mozzarella, gorgonzola & sundried t

Gluten-Free Pizzas & Pasta at all locations

brickovenrestaurant.com

30 locations in Central Texas

Arboretum
Jollyville rd
345-6181

downtown
12th &
red river
477-7006

South
brodie &
SlAughter
292-3939

www.thundercloud.com
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BOOTS • WESTERN WEAR
HATS • ACCESSORIES
TREMENDOUS SELECTION
TOP QUALITY • LOW PRICES
NORTH AUSTIN
512/451-7474
8809 Burnet Rd. at US 183
Next to Olive Garden
SOUTH AUSTIN
512/892-4747
4435 S Lamar & Ben White
Next to Central Market
In Westgate Shopping Center
Mon. – Sat. 9am – 9pm, Sun. 11am – 6pm

